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(Rev. 08-28-2000) ATE 03“23-2012 BY 60324 ua baw/sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date; 07/17/2002

To; Crimi^i Investigative
Pari^ Attn: ALAT

From
= 1 Squad 6

Contact; SA

Approved By;

Drafted By; ]pc>

Case ID #; 163G-HQ-1324605 (Pending)

Title; UNSUB (S);
LY TOU YIA - VICTIM
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION - VC
1/17/97

Synopsis; To set lead to Legat Paris for visa for

b6
b7C

Reference; 2-MW-39584 Serial 86

Enclosure ( s ) ; Enclosed for Legat Paris is the original and two
copies of a FD 302 dated 7/16/02.

D<at-.a-i 1 g 023 7 /I /n9 a M-i 1 wanlrtag. gr>n-rr’P. hViah Cni ghona

the murder of Yia in 1997.

and is willing to talk to the FBI if the Milwaukee source
accompanies him in an interview with SA I I

officials were legitimate and were trustworthy.

Assistance is sought from Legat Paris

b6
b7C
b7D



Descriptive Data;

Reference
Name -

Last

:

First

;

Race

:

Sex

:

Address (es) -

House #:
Pre Direction:
Street Name:
City:
Country

:

Phone #

:

A
M

b6
b7C
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To: Paris Frotti;^

Re: 163G-HQ-13246'05, 07/17/2002

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1:

PARIS

AT PARIS. FRANCE

Leqat Paris is recmested to attempt to obtain b6
b7C
b7D

3



FD-302(Rev. 10-6-95) e
LL IMFORKATIOH COHTAIHED
EREIM IS OTICLASSiriED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 07 /17 /2 002

Source not in a position to testify provided the
following information:

Source asked SA

Investigation qir^ 7/16/02 ' WI ^ (telephonically)

1 ^
1324605,2-MW-3 9584 Date dictated ,7/17/02

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tlie FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

O'

cr

cr



FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

ALL IHFOREATIOH COHTAIHED

llliilillfc

iL‘

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 07 /22/2002

Source not in a position to testify, provided the
following information:

b6

1
b7C
b7D

Source recommends
| I be interviewed as soon as possible.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
b7D



ALL IMFOPJIATIOH COHTAIHED !

HEREIN IS OTICLASSiriED

DATE 03-23-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/safe/lsg

DATE:

TO: f^vl

FROM: LEOAT BANGKOK

_JL attached are original serials for the 00 FILE.

ATTACHED ARE DOCUMENTS FOR ADDRESSEE.

FILE NUMBER: ^ ~

SERIAL NUMBER:

SEARCHED. INDEXED

I SERIALIZED flLED.^.^

AUG 2 2 20021

FBI — MILWAUKEE

r
e:

i:\oa\files\coversht.wpd



ililiiiilillllllllliiliiiiiiiiiHiiii^

/0S70 QUERY OUT OF STATE D. L. # STATUS, FROM ORI WIFBIMW00, AT STATION 1505

DRIVER’S LICENSE #/A10779e^ NLETS STATE/CA
OPERATOR/WEST

/9998 1505 WIFBIMW00
TIME 00iag3£7 000098 07/ES/02 15s 59 01 OF 01
NLETS NCIC2000 CIB
FIELD EDIT SUCCESSFUL
XX
XX
A107798‘<^

/0870 1505 WIFBIMW00
NCIC 1893S7 516 07/££/0£ 15s59 01 OF 01
1 L0 1150500 1893£7
WIFBIMW00

NO NCIC WANT 0LN/A107798A

/0870 1505 WIFBIMW00
CIB 1893£7 517 07/££/0£ 15s59 01 OF 01
XX
XX
A 107798^
NO HITS CIB WANTED PERSON FILE
NO HITS CIB MISSIN6 PERSON FILE
NO HITS CIB PROTECTION ORDER FILE
NO HITS CIB SEX OFFENDER FILE

JIJL 2 2 2002

FBi-wiimui

1^ rr,r»,>»r MTr~nTMM>7n>?>



'

'"""
"v^'

5ia 07/22/0S 15s59 01 OF 01NLET 189327
'dr. COOLN0000
14502 07/22/2002 17239

1^14 5 02 07/22/2002 08005 WIFBIMW00
*00189327XX
TXT
NAME/VANG PflO

ADDR/9302 ENGLAND AME. WESTMIN8TER, CA.

SEX/M. DOB/ 120829. HGT/50S. WGT/165. HAI/BLK. EYE/BRO.

OLN/A1077984. EXP 12/08/02

RSTRsMUST WEAR CORRECTIVE LENSES WHEN DRIVING

STATUS 5 VALID

END

2



FROM DRI WIFBIMW00, RT STATION 1505/078S QUERY OUT OF STATE DRIVER STATUS,

NAME/PAQ, VANG
SEX/M RACE/U DATE OF BI RTH/ ie0819£9 NLETS STATE/MN
OPERATOR/WEST

Z9998 1505 WIFBIMW00
TIME 00189761 000100 07/££/0£ 16s01 01 OF 01
NLETS NCIC£000 DOT CIS
FIELD EDIT SUCCESSFUL
PAO
VANG
M

/078£ 1505 WIFBIMW00
NCIC 189761 5£3 07/££/0£ 16:01 01 OF 01
1L0 1 150500 1 8976

1

I WIFBIMW00
I

j

NO NCIC WANT NAM/PA0, VANG D0B/19£91£08 SEX/M

/078£ 1505 WIFBIMW00
CIB 189761 5£4 07/££/0£ 16:01 01 OF 01
PAO
VANG
1£0819£9
NO HITS CIB WANTED PERSON FILE
NO HITS CIB MISSING PERSON FILE
NO HITS CIB PROTECTION ORDER FILE
NO HITS CIB SEX OFFENDER FILE

3



/07se
DDT

1505
189761

vDF/ VPIN6/ /PflO/M/ 1 £0829

WIFBIMW00
16:01 01 OF 01

07/
SUBJECT NOT ON FILE, CHECK YOUR DftTfl

( PAGE 1 - END )

£2/0£ 04.03PM CT

/07S2 1505
NLET 189761
DR. MNOLN0000
14:04 07/£2/£002

WIFBIMW00
16:01 01 OF 01

05298
14:04 07/22/S
*00 189761 XX
TXT
NftMi
BNM

002 08027 WIFBIMW00

OLN
S

SEX;^F. DOByf
LNF
TfltlrUS;UALlli

CTY/[ ] STA/MN. ZIP{;
I HGT/501. WGT/100. eye/brn

ToLT/3. CLS/D. exp/ 120804
DONOR :N DESIGNATED CAREGIVER :N

]

b6
b7C



V

/078£ QUERY OUT OF STATE DRIVER STATUS, FROM DRI WIFBIMW00, AT STATION 1505

NAME/ VANG, PAO
SEX/M RACE/U DATE OF BI RTH/ 12081929 NLETS STATE/MN
OPERATOR/WEST

/9998 1505 WIFBIMW00
TIME 00189645 000099 07/22/02 16s 01 01 OF 01
NLETS NCIC2000 DOT CIB
FIELD EDIT SUCCESSFUL
VANG
PAO
M

/078E 1505 WIFBIMW00
NCIC 189645 519 07/22/02 16s01 01 OF 01
1L01150500189645
WIFBIMW00

NO NCIC WANT NAM/VANG, PA0 D0B/ 19291208 SEX/M

/0782
DOT

1505
189645

WIFBIMW00
07/22/02 16s 01 01 OF 01

DF/PAO// VANG/M/ 120829 07/22/02
SUBJECT NOT ON FILE, CHECK YOUR DATA
( PAGE 1 - END )

1

04.03PM CT

WIFBIMW00
521 07/22/02 16S01 01 OF 01

/0782 1505
CIB 189645



V n I -i

pfto

,18081929 A
KlO HITS CIB WONTED PERSOtWILE
'NO HITS CIB MI SSINS PERSON FILE
NO HITS CIB PROTECTION ORDER FILE
NO HITS CIB SEX OFFENDER FILE

/0782 1505
NLET 189645
DR. MNOLN0000
14:04 07/22/2002 05293

522 07/22/02 16:01

14:04 07/22/2002 08022 WIFBIMW00
*00189645XX
TXT
NOT ON FILE NOM/VONS, PAD

WIFBIMW00
01 OF 01



ALL IWFORHATIOH COHTAIHED
HEF3EIK IS OTCLASSiriED
DATE 05-06-2012 BY 60324 uc banrysah/lsg

b6
b7C

/ m 1505 WIFBIMW00
h4LET 296882 439 07/23/02 20:47 01 OF 01
AM. CA0340700
18:50 07/23/2002 25228
18:50 07/23/2002 09885 WIFBIMW00
TXT
FBI MILWAUKEE
ATTN: SAC DAVID B. MITCHELL

RE: ALL VEHICLES REGISTERED TO VANG PAO OR PAO VANG

POSSIBLE FILE CODES: A(1PZE376) S(1PZE376)
REG VALID FROM: 04/18/00 TO 04/18/01
LIC#:1PZE376 YRMD:79 MAKE:CHEV BTM ;SW VIN ; CGL26971 10413
R/0 :VANG PAO, 9302 ENGLAND AVE CITY: WESTMINSTER C. C. :30 ALCO;30
ZIP#; 92683, NO LIENHOLDER
RCID;04/28/00 OCID;05/12/86 L0CD:9

TYPE; 11 POWR:G VEH ; 17 BODY ; S CLAS;BN -)t-YR:79

REC STATUS:
01/20/2001 RENEWAL NOTICE EXTRACTED
02/26/99 SMOG DUE 04/18/01

RIP 0FC:646 D;04/12/01 ID/S;230010 T;H05 V;0005400 R;0D RT:

CLEARANCE INFORMATION RECORDS;
OFFICE WORK DATE TECH/ ID SEQ # VALUE FI CHE DATE TTC
628 05/10/94 14 0044 00069. 00 05/12/94 H00
145 02/23/95 29 0982 00060. 00 02/27/95 POT
628 03/27/95 B3 0040 00007. 00 03/29/95 H00
648 03/04/96 04 0025 00060. 00 03/06/96 H05
648 04/10/97 02 0014 00060. 00 04/12/97 H05
Y32 03/13/98 J7 0002 00061. 00 03/14/98 H00
691 02/24/99 F3 0016 00056. 00 02/26/99 H05
146 04/18/00 45 3585 00054. 00 04/20/00 POT

DATE: 07/23/02 TIME: 18:47
PENDING MASTER FILE RECORD
Lie#: YRMD : 79 MAKE: CHE

V

BTM :SW VIN :CGL2697110413
R/0 :VANG PAO, 9302 ENGLAND AVE CITY; WESTMINSTER C. C. ;30 ALCO :30
ZIP#: 92683
RCID; 04/ 12/01 LDCD:0
TYPE; 11 POWR;G VEH ; 17 BODY:S CLAS:BT *-YR;81
END

•U/U
: j

AN INCOMPLETE APPLICATION DATED 04/12/01 IS PENDING. THE DOCl
imiwaiittec

APPLICATION WERE RETURNED TO CUSTOMER FOR ADDITIONAL REQU

I

MVS SACRAMENTO, CA
b6

MIL 2 6 2002
UMENTS FOR THIS

) / U
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(Rev. 08-28-2000)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 08/02/2002

To: i/^lilwaukee Attn: <^A
\

Squad 5

From: Salt Lake City
Regional Translation Center
Contact: SLS I

Approved By:

Drafted By: ;eax

Case ID #: 2-MW-39584 (Pending)'
66F-SU-35009-LAO - H-4

Title: GENERAL VANG PAO;
DBA-NEO HOM;
UNITED FRONT FOR LIBERATION OF LAOS;
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Synopsis: Salt Lake City has completed the enclosed translations
as requested.

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for MW are both a hard and a disk copy of
English verbatim translations of two Laotian documents

.

Details : Salt Lake City linguist
[_

has completed the
enclosed translations as requested. While considered complete and
accurate, these translations are drafts and should be afforded a
final review before being disseminated outside the Bureau or
being used in court proceedings. These translations have not been
uploaded to ACS and it is Milwaukee's responsibility to ensure
uploading as necessary.

Any questions may be directed to SLS

ssma

AUG U 8 2002

^-r.1llWAUKEE

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



To

:

Re

;

Milwaukee From: Salt Lake City
2-MW-39584, 08/02/2002

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1:

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WI

Provide enclosed translations to SA
appropriate action.

for
b6
b7C

2





(Rev. 08-28-2000)

^Hhe;|§|I|M^
DATE 05-08-2012 BY 60324 ua baw/sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: ‘-'^^ilwaukee

Date: 08/02/2002

Attn:
Squaa b

b6
b7C

From: Salt Lake City
Regional Translation Center
Contact: SLS^

Approved By:

Drafted By: tear

Case ID #: 2 -M'W-39584 (Pending)
66F-SU-35009-LAO

Title: GENERAL VANG PAO;
DBA-NEO HOM;
UNITED FRONT FOR LIBERATION OF LAOS/
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Synopsis: Salt Lake City has completed the enclosed translations
as requested.

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for MW is an English verbatim translation
of a Laotian document.

Details: Salt Lake City linguist
|

|has completed the
enclosed translation as requested. While considered complete and
accurate, this translation is a draft and should be afforded a
final review before being disseminated outside the Bureau or
being used in court proceedings . This translation has not been
uploaded to ACS and it is Milwaukee's responsibility to ensure
uploading as necessary

Any (TnRRti onp! may be directed to SLS

AUG 0 8 2002

b6
b7C



To: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584

From: Salt Lake City
08/02/2002

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1:

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WI

Provide enclosed translation to SA
appropriate action.

for
b6
b7C

2



LL IMFOPJUlTIOH COHTAIHED

DATE 05-08-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/safe/l^g

Federal Bureau Of Investigation

Translation Cover Sheet

(Criminal Cases)

Case#: 2-MW-39584

Tape#: N/A

Agent: SA

Agent’s office: Milwaukee

Translator:

Translator’s office: Salt Lake

X Verbatim Summary

Draft; Review

Date(s) of above action(s):

20-24 July 2002

Date of recording: N/A

Time of recording: N/A

Approximate duration: N/A

Number of pages following:

Phone call Body wire

X Document Video

Microphone

Consensual conversation

Cooperating wimess

Incoming call Outgoing call

Call#: N/A

Target ph#: N/A

b6
Outgoing ph# : N/A b 7 C

Document #: 3

Target language: Lao

Second language: N/A

Third language: N/A

Participants: N/A

Abbreviations/symbols used in this

translation:



(Rev. 08-28-2000) ^llli

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 07/22/2002

To: Criminal Investigative

Counterterrorism

Denver
Milwaukee
Paris

Prom: Milwaukee
Squad 6

Contact : SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:
|

^
Case ID #: 163G-HQ-1324605^(Closed)

Title: UNSUB (S);
LY TOU YIA-VICTIM;
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION-VC;
01/17/1997

Attn: VCMOS/SSGU.
ssaI

ROOM 5064

CIT/ ITOS/TGU
lOS
SAC Denver
SAC Milwaukee
ALAT b6

b7C

Synopsis: To reouest travel to meet with source and

Reference: 2-MW-39584 Serial 86

Administrative: Re telcalls between; SA [ and lOS
CTD/ITOS/TGU, on 7 /22/02 ; between Relief Supervisor SA

]
and SaI Ion

J VCMOS/SSGU, on

]

[

7/22/02 and SA | 1 and SSA
7/22/02. Telcall between SA land Li^son Analyst (LA)

on 7/22/02.

b6
bir

Enclosure (s) : Enclpsed for Milwaukee is an FD-540 of travel
costs to

Details: On 7/16/02. a Milwaukee source advised that f

SEARCHED^

SERlAUZEDi

Auu 0 2 2002

FBI -MILWAUKEE

I

b6
b7C
b7D



To:
Re

:

Criminal Inv^Rigative From:
163G-HQ-1324605, 07/22/2002

Milwauke

On l/2QilQ2, arrived in the United States
(U.S.) and is available for an immediate interview,
will only be staying in the U.S. for one week. SA
to seize the immediate onnortunitv to travel to
with source and

wishes
to meet

On 1/17/97, Yia was found bound to a chair, gagged and
shot execution style in his residence in Saint Martin-DeCrau,
France. Yia was a former member of Parliament in Laos until he
fled Communism to the West. Just before his murder, Yia returned
from a trip to the U.S. where he raised political and monetary
support for starting his own anticommunist resistance movement.
Much of the campaigning he conducted was in areas traditionally
supporting Gen Vang Pao. Source information advised that Yia was

I
I

is very wary of Western government officials
and is willing to talk to the FBI if the Milwaukee source
accompanies him in an interview with SAI 1 In the past,

after source and other close friends] I assured him I I

DIA official s were legitimate and were trustworthy. Source has
advised that Iwill only be comfortable talking with SA

~| in the presence of source.

b6
b6
b7D

Adding to the urgency of the situation is the fact that
the Hmong community in the U.S. is very tight knit . General Vang
Pao is awarer I and he and his
followers will be bringing a great deal of pressure on

|

not to cooperate . General Vang Pao and his followers are willing
to use threats and violence against people who are willing to
cooperate with authorities.

The trip will require two to three days including the
use of a rental car. Exact trip dates are to be decided after
coordination with source as to | |

No personnel
assistance is needed from Denver Division.

On 7/22/02, advised the case
would be re-opened on 7/23/02

SA
travel to Denver Division.

requests concurrence from SAC Denver for

b6
b7C

2



To; Criminal InvoIPcigative From:
Re: 163G-HQ-1324605, 07/22/2002

Milwaukee

LEADS

Set Lead 1:

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2:

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 3

:

AT CO

of SA to
SAC Denver is recfueted to concur with travel

Set Lead 4

MILWAUKEE b6
b7C

travel to

AT MILWAUKEE. WI

SAC Milwaukee is requested to approve SA ,

to meet with source and

Set Lead 5

:

PARIS

AT PARIS. FR

Read and clear.

3



FD-302(Rev. 10-6-95)

mhe:
KTE 09“18-20i2 BT 60324 uc bam/sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6

Investigation on 7 /27 / 02 &7 / 2 8 / 02. at
j j,

5y>^MW-39584Kle # 163G-HO-1324605

by SA

Date dictated 7/30/02

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

D
O
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^D-302a(Rev. 10-6-95)

163G-MW-1324605

b6
b7C
b7D

Continuation ofFD-302 of .On 7/27/02 .Page 2

In 1975 when the U.S. stopped support for the anti
communist Hmong forces, thousands of Hmong fighters were left in
Laos to fight for their survival.
Many of these remaining Hmong units became resistance groups
continuing to fight the communists today. From 1975 to 1980, GEN
VANG PAO claimed to support the Chao Fa resistance group. At that
time the Chao Fa was the largest and most active resistance group
in Laos. During that time period, GEN VANG PAO was not active in
the Hmong community in the U.S. When GEN VANG PAO left Laos in
1975, he was the seventh richest man in Laos. GEN VANG PAO
realized in 198 0 that he would have to start collecting money from
the Hmong people in order to live a wealthy life style in the U.S.
and avoid working.

TOU YIA LY, Asian male, born 10/15/33, Saint Martin-
DeCrau, France, came to the United States (U.S.) in 1997 to raise
money and support for his own anticommunist resistance movement

.

LY used the same idea of General (GEN) VANG PAO to create a
fictitious shadow government and offer Hmong men positions in the
shadow government in exchange for money. LY was undercutting VANG
PAO's costs for ranks and positions.

I
gave the example of a Hmong man paying GEN VANG PAO

$400 a month to maintain his rank as a Colonel in the Neo Horn
resistance organization. LY would make the man a general in LY's
organization for the same amount.

LY raised thousands of dollars while he was in the U.S.
One Hmong man paid $10,000 to LY and received a position in LY's
shadow government

.

!
LY was a widower I I

I at the time of his
murder.

| [
might know more about the murder of LY. I I did

not know if LY utilized prostitutes who could have been used to
gain entry to his apartment.

I I LY '

s

apartment and believes the
killer or killers tricked LY into opening the door of his residence
be bribing, coercing or threatening someone known and trusted by LY
to ask LY for entry.

b6
b7C
b7D



FD-302a(Rev. 10-6-95)

163G-MW-1324605

Continuation ofED-302 of
, On 7/27/02

,
Page 5

GEN VANG PAO specifically said cash should be collected, no records
of the money should be kept and the Hmong people will give
generously i f they think the money is going to fight the
communists . I I was appalled by the offer and broke his
association with GEN VANG PAO that very day and did not closely
associate with GEN VANG PAO again.

b6
b7C
b7D

The meeting started with GEN VANG PAO speaking about a
new organization he had started in California, known as the Lao
Family Organization. GEN VANG PAO next spoke about setting up
another organization similar to the Lao Family Organization to
provide jobs and services to the Hmong people. GEN VANG PAO then
spoke about politics and Laos . VANG PAO concentrated on the Chao
Fa resistance group and asked \~

1 in front of everyone at the
meeting if I \ would collect money for the Chao Fa. I I

t.nl (i GEN, VANG PAO that he would not collect money for the Chao Fa.

^ did not trust GEN VANG PAO with any money that would have
been raised for the Chao Fa. The two men began to argue when I I

] stood up and intervened between the two men to stop the
argument . The meeting ended at approximately 2 s 00 p.m. that day

leaving the hotel and returning to France.with

PAO,
In attendancR at thfi mpf^tiria wprp ; f 1 GEN VANG

b6
b7C
b7D

attendance thatE
meeting with

,
There were others in

] does not reme^er.
] from his home in

drove to the
I

GEN VANG PAO used threats to pressure people into
supporting him or to get money from them. The past history of GEN
VANG PAO being brutal is still remembered by current Hmongs and
used to intimidate them. GEN VANG PAO is a brutal, jealous and
strange person. Additionally, GEN VANG PAO and his money
collectors tell Hmongs that the U.S. government still supports them
and along with threats of being labeled a communist, this pressures
Hmongs to contribute money or join Neo Horn and pay for a rank or
position.

During the war in Laos, GEN VANG PAO committed many
horrible acts to intimidate people. Once, GEN VANG PAO had two
Khmu tribal fighters who were accused of being disloyal, put into
large rice bags and thrown out of a transport aircraft while in
flight

.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of , On 7 /27/02 (Page 6

GEN VANG PAO did not listen to the Khmu fighters before executing
them. GEN VANG PAO would often not listen to both sides of a story
before passing judgement and punishment.

GEN VANG PAO has a history of using assassins. NAO THONG
YANG, Asian male, was an assassin for GEN VANG PAO in Laos and
Thailand during the war. After 1975, NAO THONG YANG went to the
refugee camps in Thailand where he was confronted by many Hmongs
whose friends or relatives he had killed. When confronted as to
why he killed the people, NAO THONG YANG said GEN VANG PAO ordered
me to kill them. GEN VANG PAO was afraid information of the
killings by NAO THONG YANG would reach western authorities, so GEN
VANG PAO had NAO THONG YANG killed. NAO THONG YANG'S body was
thrown into a river in Thailand. | [ said there were many
more examples he could give, but there was not enough time.

GEN VANG PAO told Hmongs in Thailand to stay in Thailand
and not to immigrate to the U.S. GEN VANG PAO sold Hmong men
positions as generals and provincial governors in a shadow
government in Thailand. The men where led to believe GEN VANG PAO
could overthrow the Lao Government and they would be the next
government to rule Laos.

I I
stated GEN VANG PAO aggressively raises money in

I for Neo Horn . GEN VANG PAO ' s representative in I I

,

Asian malP r~ ~| GEN VANG PAO
uses the same tactics in I I for fund raising as in the U.S.
Ranks or positions in a fictitious Neo Horn government in exile are
sold for a lump sum amount with required monthly dues . There are
at least 60 Neo Horn members in France that have paid thousands of
dollars for the false ranks or positions. In February of 2002.
all rank or position holding members of Neo Horn in i I had to
pay $2000 (U.S. equivalent) in francs to keep their ranks or
positions

. | I keeps 2/3 of the money, sending the
rest to GEN VANG PAO.

| |
sends documents to the Neo

Horn members in France of upcoming events where money is collected.

I
uses a round red colored stamp of the

same type GEN VANG PAO uses in the U.S. to create an official look
to the documents. does not believe the French authorities
are aware of the fraudulent activity.

GEN VANG PAO tells the Hmongs who collect money for him
to not tell the truth to authorities about collection operations

.

GEN VANG PAO uses Hmong cultural traditions to pressure his money

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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Continuation ofED-302 of
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b6
b7C
b7D

collectors to keep the money collecting secret. The "Da-Da" (day
dah) ceremony consists of boiling blood and water while mixing in
items symbolic of danger such as knives and matches while being
stirred with a handgun. GEN VANG PAO makes all Hmongs in
attendance swear to an oath that they will never disclose the
secrets of Neo Horn operations. Referral/Consult

GEN VANG PAO and Neo Horn are currently involved in
counterfeiting. Counterfeit U.S. money is printed in Thailand by
GEN VANG PAO ' s people who are sent to Thailand for the specific
purpose of counterfeiting. They like to counterfeit the U.S. $100
dollar bill . GEN VANG PAO claims the money is real and I

The Counterfeit money is stockpiled by the Neo Horn and used for
bribes in Laos . There is a video tape showing two suit cases of
counterfeit money in preparation for use in Laos

.

The counterfeit money is used in Laos because the Lao people do not
scrutinize the authenticity of the bills . The counterfeit money
has gotten many Hmong people into trouble because they believe the
money is real. The Lao Government knows about the counterfeit U.S.
bills and punishes people who are found in possession or using
them.

In April of 2000, I ^made an offer of
reconciliation to GEN VANG PAO thru

| |
Asian male,

I I is GEN VANG PAO ' s representative
in Colorado who was visiting France. In June of 2000, GEN VANG PAO
called I I and told | | that he would help

] | get a
visa to come to the U.S. to reconciliate. GEN VANG PAO asked F I

I I to send him two photographs that would be used with a formal
invitation to a Hmong Veterans "official" function in Minnesota on

^received a manilla mailing
The return

7/3/01 and 7/4/01. On 6/7/00.
envelope from GEN VANG PAO's California address
address on the envelone was from:

1

USA and coiQuainea une ioii.owing luems

:

b6
b7
b7

1. A Lao Veterans of America, Inc. membership
certificate, number 2011959.

2. A certificate from the Lao Veterans of America, Inc.,
signed by GEN VANG PAO and

|

u
o
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ALL FBI IHFOMATIOH CODTAIHED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 8/5/2002

To: Criminal Investigative

Counterterrorism

Paris
Minneapolis

Bangkok

From: ^^ilwaukee
Squad 6

Contact: SA

Attn: VCMOS/SSGU, ROOM 5064

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: l^-HQ-1324605
^^2<^W-39584

SSA I

CIT/ITOS/TGU
lOS I,

alat]
SquaoT
SSA [
ALAT

cf^^

(Pending)'
(Pending )^C|0|

Title: UNSUB (S )/
LY TOU YIA-VICTIM;
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION-VC;
01/17/1997

b6
b7C

GENERAL VANG PAO
DBA NEO HOM
NEUTRALITY ACT VIOLATION
4/19/99

Synopsis: To advised all receiving offices of the results of
interview with Colonel (Col) I I

Reference: 2-MW-39584 Serial 86 and 163G-HQ-1324605 serial 9.

Administartive: Re telcall with SSA
Minneapolis on 7/30/02.

b6
b7C

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for Criminal Investigative is the
original and two copies of a FD-302 dated 7/27/02 and 7/28/02 and
interview notes in a lA envelope. Enclosed for all others is one
copy of the FD-302.



To; Criminal In^^lptigative From: Milwauke^^*
Re; 163G-HQ-1324605, 8/5/2002

Referral /Consult

I I

advised he was made aware of assassination
lists of Gen Vang Pao of people in the U.S. and France Vana Pan
wants to have killed. Tha liRt.g inrlndp I

^

I I
provided

the time of his murder who might have more information. More
details are in the enclosed FD 302, dated 7/27/02.

at b6
b7C
b7D

added Gen Vang Pao's Neo Horn organization is
not a legitimate anticommunist resistance group and gave datails
of the money raising operations and tactics by Gen Vang Pao. ]

I I advised that Gen Vang Pao aggressively raises money in
I does not believe the FrenchFrance as well as the U.S.

authorities are aware of the trauauient activity.

Other activitites of Gen Vang Pao and Neo Horn to
include extorsion, use of assassins, counterfeiting, intimidation
and threats are detailed in the enclosed FD-302.

All receiving offices of this information are advised
of the extreme danger to

|

jshould the fact
that he has be communicacing with the FBI be comprimised and
discovered by Gen Vang Pao and members or supporters of Neo Horn.



To:
Re

:

Criminal In'v^Phigative From:
163G-HQ-1324605, 8/5/2002 •

Milwauke9

LEADS

Set Lead. 1

:

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2

:

COUNTERTERROR ISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 3; PARIS

AT PARIS. FRANCE

Read and clear.

Set Lead 4

:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS. MN

Read and clear.

Set Lead 5

:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK. THAILAND

Read and clear

3
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0-73 (Rev. 4-24-90)

MESSAGE READDRESSAL
(Restricted Use)

Date: ^j llCiS Precedence: Q Immediate ^ Priority Q Routine

Cl^s: [_] Top Secret ^ Secret Cbnfi\iential Q Unclas E^O [[] Uticlas

Forward Attached Message to Designated Addressees:

EM: DIRECTOR FBI

VV^ \ \ UiCK.U f^<JL-

BATF WASHINGTON DC
CIA WASHINGTON DC
CIA DDO NC
•CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA
CDRJSOC FT BRAGG NC
COMMANDANT COAST GUARD WASHINGTON DC

DIA WASHINGTON DC
DIS WASHINGTON DC
DEPT OF ARMY WASHINGTON DC
DEPT OF ENERGY GERMANTOWN MD
DEPT OF ENERGY EOC WASHINGTON DC
DEPT OF JUSTICE WASHINGTON DC
DEPT OF STATE WASHINGTON DC
DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DC
DET 21 CSAA FT BELVOIR VA
DIRNAVINSERV WASHINGTON DC
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN HQ WASH DC

FAA WASHINGTON DC
HQ AFOSI BOLLING AFB WASHINGTON DC
HQ AFSAC FT BELVOIR VA
HQ INS WASHINGTON DC

JCS WASHINGTON DC
JSOC WO WASHINGTON DC
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASH DC
NRC WASHINGTON DC
NSA FT GEO MEADE MD
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY WASH DC
US CUSTOMS SERVICE WASHINGTON DC
US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC
WHITE HOUSE OFC OF THE PRESIDENT
WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM

BT

b6
b7C

I
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ALL IMFOjRIIATIuM COFTAIffiD

HEPEIM IS DMCLASSiFiED
date: 05-08-2012: BY 60324 uc baw/sab/isg

. f.

Use and Preparation of Form 0-73

PuTDose- Form 0-73 was created to provide a prompt means of transmitting HQ incoming

teletypes between Bureau Offices and Goveminen|: Agencies.

n»«t-i-irtions- Use of form’0-73 is restricted,,^o incoming . '"’etypes received within the

Sf20 d«ys: Incoming' tro. 0overr,4nt Apnoies may ba T|addrMpd to toaau

Offices and other Government Agencies. Incomipg telet^es from Bureau Offices (Ugat &

Field), may be readdressed to Government Agencies.

Preparation of
j
Form 0-73

:

Date & Precedence: Type or print date, and ii^pcate precedence by checking the

appropriate box.
,r5

Classification (Class): Check the appropriate box. Make necessary editing changes to

caveats warning notices, and declassification statement on attached message. Unless

changes ’are made on the attached message, the original incoming caveats, warning notices,

and Declassification Statement shall be transmitted as received.

Addressee(s) : Type or print Bureau addressee (s) immediately following the "To". Denote

Government Agency Addressee(s) by placing a check mark in the appropriate box. When the

Government Agency is not listed, t^e or print the Agency name and geographical location

following the To: . Messages addressed to Military installations must include the base,

fort, or station name.

Cite: Insert Originator's Cost Code.

Pass: .List internal distribution within the recipient agency or bureau office.

Example: Pass: DOS Far East Desk; FBIAL Squad 3.

Approved by box: Indicate approval for transmission by initialing the "Approved" box.

Note: The person approving the message is solely responsible for assuring editing

changes are Accurate and are Legible.

Originatof/s Boxes: Type or Frint the origina*"or 's name, telephone extension, room

number, division, and telelift number.

Preparation of Message to be Transmitted

Duplicate Copy & Notations: Make one copy of the incoming teletype message.

On the original incoming indicate one copy made for relay to

SACS .1 (.ox Legats)
,
(or Government Agencies)

.

Editing of duplicate copy: Use a lead pencil only, and draw single lines through the

first and last lines of the message heading.
^

Connect the lines from top right to bottom

left fofming a "Z" figure. .

Note: The Heading includes arr*ln^^^ipn. J^efore the first BT.

Limited editing is alj].owed. Type or Print aa.1 changes on the duplicate copy.

AdminivStrative data may bo added immediately following the text and must be identical for

all addressees. Attach the completed 0-73 form to the edited copy, and deliver to FBIHQ
Communications Center Room 6247.



DATE: S'\(o~OS(

TO: MlLU3Au\<ee V\\f.

FROM: LESAT BANGKOK

ATTACHED ARE ORIGINAL SERIALS FOR THE 00 FILE.

ATTACHED ARE DOCUMENTS FOR ADDRESSEE.

FILE NUMBER: MV\I^ 3*^5^^

SERIAL NUMBER: GO I

classcov.wpd SEMa)KED.-^««^—

I
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From: Milwaukee

Title: GENERAL VANG PAO;
DBA-NEO HOM;
UNITED FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF LAOS;
NEUTRALITY MATTERS;

Synopsis: Requesting a Scjuad 3 Agent evaluate captioned case files
for possible violations of the RICO statute.

Details: Milwaukee's Neutrality investigation developed subsequent to
leads set forth by Legat Bangkok in a Foreign Police Cooperation
matter (163A-BK-342) . On 05/04/1999,1 |

appeared at the American Consulate in Chiana Mai. Thailand, and
reported that I iHoua Ly and have not been
heard from since they crossed Thailand into Laos on I7T/19/19 99. Houa
Lv resided in Appleton, Wisconsin, and[ was from[

J Initial reports were that tne two men were kidnaped b
agents of the Government of Laos (GOL) . In fact, both

[

igned a statement, addressed to Members of Congress,
claimed

5and

b6
b7C

lat they observed Houa Lyj~

a river boat at Chiang Khong, Thailand, which then sped away towards
Laos

.

which
1 being forced into

Subsequent investigation indicated that Ly
of an armed resistance movement known as the Neo Horn.

_ were members
Reportedly, b6

they were sent to Thailand by the U.S. leader of the Neo Horn, former b7C
Major General Vang Pao, to illegally enter Laos and conduct activities
against the GOL. Vang Pao's Neo Horn organization consists largely of
Lao war veterans who fought with him against the Pathet Lao and North
Vietnamese Communists in Laos from 1961 to 1975. Because the U.S. is

SEARCHHL.^ira
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To: Milwaukee Fro^r Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 08/23/2002

at peace with Laos, these activities are in violation of the
Neutrality Act, Title 18, U.S.C. 1956 and 1960.

While a great deal has been learned about Vang Pao ' s Neo Horn fund
raising activities and insurgency operations, there is insufficient
evidence to prosecute him under the Neutrality Act at this time . A
major impediment to the investigation seems to be the reluctance of
individuals, with direct knowledge of Vang Pao and his activities, to
be completely candid and/or testify against him. Although dated,
Milwaukee does possess a large volume of documents related to the
collection of money for the Neo Horn, many of which bear Vang Pao ' s

signature

.

On 07/20/2002, ALAT suggested b6
that the investigation of Vang Pao be evaluated for possible b7C
violations of the RICO statue. Oii 07/22/20 02, the writer discussed
the investigation, including ALAT I "nsuagestion, with SAC David
B. Mitchell and Squad 5 Relief Supervisor ! I

SAC
Mitchell subsequently recommended that the writer submit a request to
SSA I I

requesting that a Squad 3 Agent evaluate captioned
case for possible violations of the RICO statute.

In addition to what may be revealed during a review of the case
files, the writer has set forth the following information which may be

, ^
relevant to satisfying a possible RICO violation.

b7 C
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To: Milwaukee Frd?^ Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 08/23/2002 b6

b7C
b7D

4



Vang Pao, Colonel Toupao Lee, and Colonel Lee Teng. His story was
deemed to lack credibility and his desire to cooperate was viewed as
an effort to lessen his punishment.

Referral /Consult

Vang Pao has a history of using assassins and 1

suspects that Vang Pao was behind the murder of Tou Yia Ly from Saint
Martin-DeCrau, France, a few years ago. Vang Pao also used threats to
pressure people into supporting him or to get money from them. His
reputation as being brutal individual is still remembered by the Hmong
and is used to intimidate them. Vang Pao and his money collectors
tell Hmong that the U.S. Government still supports him, and along with
threats of being labeled a communist, this pressures Hmong to
contribute money or join Neo Horn and pay for a rank or position.

5
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MTo: Milwaukee FrolPF Milwaukee
Re; 2-MW-39584, 08/23/2002

b6
b7
b7

Whether their fears are real or imagined is unknown/ however,
their concerns may not be without some foundation. ACS text searches
revealed two interviews conducted]

|

interview was of I

I I remembered trouble with Hmong
General Pao Vang visiting the 1993 Hmong New Year's Celebration.

I btated that Vang likes to travel with an entourage of
gun-toting bodyguards carrying fully automatic weapons.

The second interview was of I

I I
was involved

with the Hmong New Year's Celebration held annually at the Fresno
fairgrounds. 1 ~| advised that he thought that 1993 was the year
when there was difficulty in keeping Hmong General Pao Vang's
bodyguards from carrying firearms, and specifically fully automatic
weapons, into the fairgrounds.

6
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To: Milwaukee PrcSIF Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 08/23/2002

b6
b7C

•Vang Pao's efforts to discredit individuals by labeling them
communists has also been documented. The writer recommends that
203A-MP-49599

, Serial 3, be queried and reviewed. This document is
classified.

Also of potential interest is information which surfaced in a
Thai Lottery case conducted by the Minneapolis Division in 1999
(sub-HQ, serial 59) . Extensive Lao American Veteran Association
paperwork and rosters were found at the subject's residence during the
service of Federal gambling search warrants. The subject admitted he
holds the rank of Captain in General Vang Pao ' s army and that he
visits the general whenever the two are in the same town.

7
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To:
Re

:

Milwaukee Fr Milwaukee
2-MW-39584, 08/23/2002

LEAD(S) :

Set Lead 1:

COUNTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK. THAI

Bangkok is requested to provide Milwaukee with any
additional information which, in the opinion of Legat Bangkok, may
support the investigation of General Vang Pao under the RICO statute

Set Lead 3

:

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WI

SSA is requested to assign an
agent to review captioned case files and evaluate this matter for
possible violations of the RICO statute.

b6
b7C

8
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence; ROUTINE Date; 09/23/2002

To; Milwaukee Attn; SA

Prom; Milwaukee

Title; GENERAL VANG PAO/
DBA-NEO HOM;
UNITED FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION
OF LAOS;
NEUTRALITY MATTERS;

b6
b7C

Synopsis; Review of captioned matter does not indicate a viable RICO
case. Milwaukee's lead is covered.

Reference; 2-MW-39584 Serial 602

Details; A review of the attached EC and file does not indicate
significant potential for a RICO case. The primary problem with
attempting a RICO prosecution in this matter would be the lack of
venue and jurisdiction in the Eastern District of Wisconsin (EDW) as
there are very few Federal violations in Wisconsin. The majority of
criminal acts appear to take place in California. United States
Attorney (USA)

| |
EDW stated during his review of the

case that since there is not a prosecutable Neutrality matter case,
this investigation should probably be closed. USA I I also did
not believe there was sufficient evidence for a viable RICO
prosecution.

b6
b7C

While it may be argued that Pao is running a "corrupt
enterprise", the fact remains that to prosecute this matter in the EDW
using the RICO Statutes you need jurisdiction and RICO predicate
offenses (i.e. - mail fraud, extortion, Hobbs Act)

.

There is not
sufficient venue or violations in the EDW to support a RICO
prosecution.

L FO^ \ S'



To: Milwaukee
Re

:

Frc^l^ Milwaukee
?? , 09/23/2002

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

CC: SSA
I

b6
b7C
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FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95) ||:li|||M^

DATE 05-08-2012: BT 60324 uc baw/sab/isg

li:

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 08/28/2002 —
Source not in a nosition to testify 1 1

1 1 related to General VANG PAO and b6
hid Neo Horn organization. The box is marked with SA I

initials ans dated 8/28/02.
b7
b7

Investigatioiy)ir 8/28/02gation^iT

1/-MW-

at

File # -

by SA

I

39584^,
s:

WI

1^
Date dictated 8/28/02

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBL It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 11/13/2002

From:

Counterterrorism Attn: CTD/ITOS/TGU
ssaJ Room
losr 1

Room 5425
Bangkok Attn: ALAT

1

International Operations Attn: UCAl 1

ssa]1 T

lOS 1 lou :

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

Attn:
Attn:

Domestic Terrorism Squad
Squad 5/JTTF
SSA[

1

Milwaukee
Squad 9

Contact

:

SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 163C-BK-466 (Pending)

Title: HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - THAILAND

Synopsis: Reporting information concerning
captioned matter.

Reference: 2-MW-39584 Serial 362.

mentioned in

Details: For information of Los Angeles, the following information
was reported by FBI Bangkok on 11/08/2002:

A well-known local Hmong resistance leader identified as Pa
Kao Her, also known as Jeng Sae-Hser (in Thai) , approximately 60 years
old, was ambushed and killed as he and his wife were walking from his
orange orchard in Ban Huay Kuk, Tambon Paw, Amphur Wiang Kaen, Chiang
Rai Province in Thailand, some 4 or 5 kilometers from the Lao border,
at approximately 6:30 pm on Wednesday, October 23, 2002. The murder
weapon was believed to be an AK assault rifle and the motive for the
crime may be related to some illegal methamphetamine trade in the
area. Subsequently, a number of Hmong-Americans have complained to
the U.S. Ambassador to Vientaine, Laos that the victim was killed by
assassins working for the Lao government.

ot)

b6
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To: Counterterrorism From: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 11/13/20022

On 11/07/2002, Assistannt Regional Security Officer at
Bangkok brought to Acting Legat ' s attention a report from the Consul
General (CG) in Chiang Mai, Thailand that there is a large group of
Hmong-American and other Americans visiting in Northern Thailand at
present, apparently to attend Pa Kao Her's funeral, and concurrently
planning a military liberation of Laos.

On instant date, the CG forwarded to Bangkok copies of
attachments, which are (1) the proposal for liberating Laos, addressed
by one

| |
of the United Lao/Hmong Congress for

Democracy from Eau Claire, Wisconsin to the U.S. Humanitarian Special
Operation, the CIA, the U.S. Congress and the White House, and ( 2) a
letter dated 04/09/2002, signed by I

^
.LanXanq Democracy, Inc. These docximents, obtained from i I

I I from Minneapolis, indicated that
"the resistance leaders are planning to make a major liberation
operation" for all the suffering people in Laos, "securing a safe zone
for the victims" and ultimately replacing the current regime in Laos.

J35

I

CG Chiang Mai advised that an American male identified as

\ |
of the anti-Laos resistance reportedly

planned to purchase arms in Northern Thailand to supply the Hmong
inside Laos. He related accusations by the Hmong activists of
possible chemical weapons use and "genocide" by the Lao Government.

I I warned that a large gathering of Hmong e3<patriates will take
place in the Nana village on or about December 3, 2002. It should be
noted that Pa Kao Her lived in Nan village prior to his death.

During a meeting with the CG at the US Consulate in Chiang
Mai on 11/07/2002, | | made a tearful appeal for the U.S.
Government ' s support for the Hmong dissidents ' military engagement
against the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) and the overthrow
of the Lao Government. Additionally,

| |
made clear to the CG that

his group is at odds with General Vang Pao and the Neo Horn (Milwaukee
file 2-MW-39584) , and suggested that Pa Kao Her may have succumbed to
the hands of Vang Pao ' s operatives.

Upon receipt of the information (supra) , Acting Legat
conferred with U.S. Embassy officials in Bangkok, Chiang Mai and
Vientiane, informed FBIHQ and Milwaukee via Groupwise e-mail and
obtained concurrence from all parties that the matter should be
brought to the attention of I I which has been
requesting infoirmation of this nature from U.S. law enforcement. It
is anticipated that the I I will enthusiastically initiate an
investigation into this group's activities, arrest the perpetrators,
expel them to their country of origin, and place their names on the
black list to prevent future travels to Thailand.

b6
b7C
b7D
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To: Counterterrorism From: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 11/13/20022

Bangkok will gather additional information on captioned
matter and apprise recipients in separate communications . On
11/12/2002, Acting Legat will meet with the I I

Ito inform them on the above

.

The above mentioned oronosal b
address of
telephone

listed a contact
business

A check of ACS

A review of Milwaukee file 2-MW-39584 disclosed one
reference to I Jwho is, in all likelihood, identical to the

lof the anti-Laos resistance group mentioned
above. On 05/09/2000, a Milwaukee source, who is not in a position to
testify, provided several documents concerning a I I

One of the docxmients





To: Counterterrorism From: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 11/13/20022

The third document.

Finally, source provided

A California Driver's License,^earch through NCIC disclosed
biiM5n l~that I 1 date of

license with an address of I

holds a current

A LexisNexis search r^ealed that a
birth r laddress |

Social Security Administration Number (SSAN)

LexisNexis revealed a second I

address
Previous addresses include

The reason for
iscrepancy in the dates of birth is unknown.



To: Counterterrorism From: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 11/13/20022

In view of the above information, Milwaukee is providing
this communication to the Los Angeles Division of information
purposes

.

Investigation continuing in the Milwaukee Division.



To: Counterterrorism Prom: Milwaukee
Re: 2-MW-39584, 11/13/20022

LEAD(s)

:

Set Lead 1

:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Read and clear.

7
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ATE 05-08-2012 BT 60324 UG baw'sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence; PRIORITY Date; 11/14/2002

Counterterrorism Attn; SSA
lOS

CMiQ.waukeeV ssz
Lsaj

Minneapolis SSA
San Francisco SSA
Sacramento SSA

saf
International Operations AUC

SSA
lOS

Sq. 5

fjq. 17B
Sq . 8 ;

Fresno RA

lOU II

b6
b7C

Froin;ft . Bangkok
Hw Contact;

Approved By;

telephone

Drafted By;

Case ID #; 163C-BK-466

^

^Pending)

Title; HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - Thailand

Synopsis; To report investigation at Bangkok.

Administrative; Reference Bangkok EC dated 11/8/2002 captioned
as above, which has not yet been uploaded onto ACS.

Enclosure (s) ; Copy of Chiang Mai cable number CM0289, dated
11 / 8 /2002 .

Details; For information of receiving offices, the captioned
investigation was initiated at Bangkok following a report from
the Consul General in Chiang Mai that a large number of Hmong-
American activists have traveled from the U.S. to Northern
Thailand within the last couple of weeks for the purpose of
attending the funeral of Pa Kao Her, the murdered leader of the
Democratic Chao Fa Party (see enclosure) . Concurrently, several
reports indicated that some or many of these visitors are trying
to organize a violent revenge against or military overthrow of
the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) , which they believe
is responsible for Pa Kao Her's murder.
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,^To: * Counterterror Frosi: Bangkok
'Re: i63C-BK-466, 11/14/2002 <

For information of Sacramento, Pa Kao Her, also known
as (aka) Jeng Sae-Hser, a non-U. S. citizen of approximately 60
years of age, was killed on 10/23/02 in his orange orchard in the
village of Ban Huay Kuk, Amphur Wiang Kaen, Chiang Rai province
in Thailand. On 10/24/02, his body was taken to the district
capital of Nan province, also in Thailand, where a large funeral
took place, attended by mourners from the Hmong exile communities
around the world, including the captioned group.

It has now been confirmed that Pa Kao Her's remains
will be shipped from Bangkok to San Francisco, California via
Northwest Airlines flights NW002/NW028 on Friday 11/15/2002,
arriving at San Francisco airport at 7:20 am local time on the
same date . The casket ' s destination is Jesse Cooley Funeral
Home, 1830 South Fruit Avenue, Fresno, CA 93706, telephone number
(559) 268-8048.

On 11/13/2002, aka[ ]of
]
province in Thailand, a Hmong male and former

associate of Pa Kao Her, provided one copy each of a letter
written in the Hmong language and envelope addressed to him from
the Lao Family, 5840 Franklin Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95824,
with post mark dated 2/21/02, and another letter and envelope
addressed to Mr. Ye Lor Yang (deceased) in Chiang Rai province,
Thailand from

| [ also at |

~|

I I with post mark dated 12 /212000 .

Both envelopes bear the same hand-writing.

2/1/2002 to
A review and rough translation of the letter dated

revealed the following details:

"As you can see, we already killed Ye Lor Yang
(phonetic) and his brother, Yong Saeng Her (ph.) and hi s younger
brother. Now, we are going to kill Pa Kao Her and you I \

1 We are not happy with you and I (identified as
|

I

I currently living in | f

b6
b7C

"We have examined this closely. Right now, do what you
want, but don't get upset with us who are the (real) leaders. Go
ahead with your business, but we already got Yong Saeng Her and
his brother. As for Mr. Ye and his brother (supra.), we have
killed them too, but we apologize for not

_

having warned them in
advance. The only ones left now are you
(Pa Kao Her) and I I

"As for you three, we are now writing this letter. We
know you have gotten US$20,000 to US$40,000 (from the U.S.) to
give to Pa Kao Her and the resistance activities which interfere

2



To: Counterterrorism From: Bangkok
Re: i63C-BK-466, 11/14/2002

with our own. We know where (Pa Kao Her) lives in Chiang Rai, we
know where his wife lives. There will be no help for him. By
this year 2002 or next year 2003, Pa Kao Her will be dead. We
will get him. If not him, then his wife.

"All of you are obstacles to us, and you are not doing
the right thing for the Hmong people. Today, we are writing you
this letter in advance, because you are Hmong, and we are telling
you we cannot forgive you. Since 1975 until the present time,
you have not done anything. Moreover, you have taken the weapons
from the Chao Fa (the resistance) and sold them to us.

b6
b7C

This letter was signed by
Sacramento Lao Family Community Inc.

I This entity is known to be affiliated to General Vang
Pao's Neo Horn. For information, the second letter dated
12/1/2000 addressed to Ye Lor Yang bears similar threats to the
addressee and his brother. According to |

bor Yang's
brother was killed in a drive-by shooting in 2 001, and Ye Lor
Yang himself was shot and killed in April 2002 by an attendee at
a family meeting he hosted to discuss his concerns over the
contents of the above letter.

"You are beasts of burden, not working persons. Since
we know you are no better than animals, we have to kill you and
we can work on the Hmong cause later. As for

|

~|

I L supra . ) who is in i ~l we already have
our people watching them, and the only thing that can be said for
them is they will have to look out for themselves.

During the interview on 11/13/2002, I

^

[ advised
that he showed Pa Kao Her the above letter upon receipt, but
neither he nor the victim believed they were targeted for a hit
by the Lao Family Community, but that the LPDR must have used
this tactic to mask their intention to rid of Pa Kao Her, a well-
known anti -Lao resistance leader.

I [
went as far as offering proof of the LPDR's

culpability in Pa Kao Her's assassination by videotaping an
interview of two "eyewitnesses", who happen to be relatives of
the deceased, and who claimed that the suspect to the killing has
recently fled to Laos to fetch his US$200,000 reward from the Lao
government

.

On 11/12/2002, Actinq Leqat I Iraet I I

I to discuss the captioned matter and the fact that Pa Kao
Her's killing may be a harbinger of future unrest among the Hmong

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D
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To: C|Qunt$rterrorism From: Bangkok
Re: 163C-BK-466, 11/14/2002 •

community in Thailand.
|

[ordered the creation of
a law enforcement task force in Chiang Rai province to look into
the issue and will report results of their findings.

and Pa KaoLikewise, Bangkok opines that}
Her's followers most probably chose the lesser of two evils, the
LPDR to blame for the victim's demise instead of the Neo Horn and
General Vang Pao, which they are most afraid of. Having been
exposed to the many problems caused by the anti -LPDR Hmong
activists in Thailand and Laos since 1999, Bangkok has reason to
believe that the decision to take Pa Kao Her's remains to the
U.S. is mainly political on the part of his supporters, and his
death is most likely being used to drum up anti-LPDR fervor among
the Hmong exiles as well as money collection for their cause.
The so-called videotape of the "eyewitnesses" account will
undoubtedly be publicized extensively towards this end. It
should be noted that former General Vang Pao and his operatives
in the Neo Horn organization succeeded in using the as ye^
unsolved disappearance of two Hmong Amcits, Houa Ly and

jin 1999 as a political tool to collect several million
collars for their coffers.

]

Incidentally, j j has requested political asylum
in the U.S. for himself and numerous members of his extended
family. If his petition is approved by the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees and the U.S. Immigration & Naturalization
Services, he would be on his way to the United States, possibly
to head or take part in a growing opposition party against the
Neo Horn, all in the name of anti-LPDR resistance.

Bangkok will report additional information in separate
communications

.

b6
b7C
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To: Cpuntexterrorism From*: Bangkok
‘Re: 163C-BK-466, 11/14/2002 •

LE7yD(s) :

Set Lead 1

:

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

wi 1 1 a DT titpI i mi narv inrrui rv f I

land advise if these individuals have been
involved in similar actions or plans to suppress opposing
factions on behalf of General Vang Pao.

Set Lead 2

:

SACRAMENTO

AT FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

Sacramento's attention is being called over political
rallies and possible unrest within the Hmong community in Fresno
due to the impending arrival of Pa Kao Her ' s remains and
factional struggles that may lead to violence between the
supporters of Vang Pao and their opposition.

Set Lead 3

:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT ST PAUL. MINNESOTA

Will contact and interview I I

located at
| |

telephone number

Jlast
adH-rtaw.c! at I land

query whether they are aware of being the targets of threats as
expressed in the 2/21/2002 letter from the Lao Family (supra.).
For information,

|

b6
b7C
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m
To: Counterterrorism From:
Re: 163C-BK-466, 11/14/2002

Bangkok

Set Lead 4

:

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN

SA r
:o tn

is requested to provide input and
comments to the above report , based on current MW investigation
on the Neo Horn (file 2-MW-39584) .

Set Lead 5 : (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

For information and clear.

b6
b7C
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E^ikTE 05 ” 08-2012 BY 60324 ua baw/sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence; PRIORITY

To : Bangkok

Date; 11/13/2002

Attn; ALAT

From; Milwaukee
Squad 6

Contact

;

SA

Approved By;

Drafted By;
W

Case ID #; ^,3C-BK-466^ (Pending)
"^MW-3 9584 (Pending) -

I (Pending)[

Title; HMONG-AMERICAN VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - THAILAND

Synopsis; Lead covered concerning murder of Pa Kao Her.

Reference; 163C-BK-466

Enclosure (s) ; Enclosed for Bangkok is a FD-302 dated 11/13/02.

Details.; On 10/27/02, a Milwaukee source whose credibility has
been established and is proven to be highly accurate and timely
advised SA I I to report Pa Kao Her was assassinated on
10/23/02 in Thailand. On 11/13/02, SA

|
contacted source

concerning lead 2 . Source was able to provide more detailed
information concerning the murder of Pa Kao Her in the enclosed
FD-302.

Source will continue to report more information in the
future concerning lead 2 as it comes available.

Lead was covered in coordination with SA
his EC dated, 11/12/02.

and

Milwaukee considers this lead covered.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
b6
b7C
b7D

Date of transcription 11/13/2002

Source not in a position to testify provided the
following information:

PA KAO HER, leader of the Chao Fa resistance movement wa
living in Thailand
PA KAO HER had been getting death threat,g ‘frMT ma j- r^r^o

month before his murder on 10/23/02. \

!

1 Source
advised the there was no i nforma ti on t=!mircp was awarp I I

General VANG PAO or Neo Horn were involved in PA KAO HER'S
murder

.

Source did not have any information at this time
concerning the activities of I I or any associates and
United Tiao/Hmong Congress for Democracy,

Investigation on 1 1 / 1 3 / 0.2 at

File# 163-BK-466, 2-MW-3958<
llU'

1,
1

by SA

Date dictated

( telephonicallv)

11/13/02
b6
b7C
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



Working Copy Page 1

Precedence : PRIORITY Date: 11/08/2002

To: Counterterrorism

Milwaukee

Minneapolis
International Operations

From : Bangkok
Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:
[

: mnr

Case ID #: 163C-BK-466 (Pending)

telephone

khl IMFOPJIHTIOII CuMTJtllEjD

HEKEIM IS UUCLJISSIFIED

DATE 05-08-2012 BY 60324 uc bau/sab/lsg

Title: HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - Thailand

Synopsis: To report investigation initiated at Bangkok.

Enclosures: Copies of the Proposal for Liberating the Suffering
Ethnic Hmong and Bringing Peace and Democracy to Laos and a
letter dated 4/9/2002 from LanXang Democracy, Inc.

Details: By way of background information, a well-known local
Hmong resistance leader identified as Pa Kao Her, also known as
Jeng Sae-Hser (in Thai) , approximately 60 years old, was ambushed
and killed as he and his wife were walking from his orange
orchard in Ban Huay Kuk, Tambon Paw, Amphur Wiang Kaen, Chiang
Rai province in Thailand, some 4 or 5 kilometers from the Lao
border, at approximately 6:30 pm on Wednesday, October 23, 2002.
The murder weapon was believed to be an AK assault rifle and the
motive for the crime may be related to some illegal
methamphetamine trade in the area. Subsequently, a number of
Hmong-Americans have complained to the U.S. Ambassador to
Vientiane, Laos that the victim was killed by assassins working
for the Lao government.

On 11/7/02, Assistant Regional Security Officer at
Bangkok brought to Acting Legat's attention a report from the
Consul General (CG) in Chiang Mai, Thailand that there is a large
group of Hmong-American and other Americans visiting in Northern
Thailand at present, apparently to attend Pa Kao Her's funeral,
and concurrently planning a military liberation of Laos.

On instant date, the CG forwarded to Bangkok copies of

b6
b7C

Case ID : 163C-BK-466 Serial : 9



Working Copy Page 2

the attachments, which are (1) the proposal for liberating Laos,
addressed by one Stephen Vang, President of the United Lao/Hmong
Congress for Democracy from Eau Claire, Wisconsin to the U,S.
Humanitarian Special Operation, the CIA, the US Congress and the
White House, and (2) a letter dated 4/9/2002, signed by Moua Sao
Bliayang, President of LanXang Democracy, Inc. These documents,
obtained from Zong Khang Yang, an American citizen (Amcit) from
Minneapolis, indicated that "the resistance leaders are planning
to make a major liberation operation" for all the suffering
people in Laos, "securing a safe zone for the victims" and
ultimately replacing the current regime in Laos

.

CG Chiang Mai .advised that an American male identified
as I I a

I "l and self -described spokesman of the anti-Laos
resistance reportedly planned to purchase arms in Northern
Thailand to supply to the Hmong inside Laos. He related
accusations by the Hmong activists of possible chemical weapons
use and "genocide" by the Lao Government.

| |
warned that a

large gathering of Hmong expatriates will take place in the Nan
village on or about December 3, 2002. It should be noted that Pa
Kao Her lived in Nan village prior to his death.

During a meeting with the CG at the US Consulate in
Chiang Mai on 11/7/2002, | [made a tearful appeal
for the U.S. government's support for the Hmong dissidents'
military engagement against the Lao People's Democratic Republic
(LPDR) and the overthrow of the Lao government. Additionally,

I I made clear to the CG that his group is at odds with General
Vang Pao and the Neo Horn (Milwaukee file 2-MW-39584) , and
suggested that Pa Kao Her may have succumbed to the hands of Vang
Pao's operatives.

Upon receipt of the information, supra.. Acting Legat
conferred with US Embassy officials in Bangkok, Chiang Mai and
Vientiane, informed FBI HQ and Milwaukee via Groupwise e-mail and
obtained concurrence from all parties that the matter should be
brought to the attention of l I which has been
requesting information of this nature from the U.S. law
enforcement. It is anticipated that the Thais will
enthusiastically initiate an investigation into this group's
activities, arrest the perpetrators, expel them to their country
of origin, and place their names on the black list to prevent
future travels to Thailand.

Bangkok will gather additional information on the
captioned matter and apprise recipients in separate
communications. On 11/12/2002, Acting Legat will meet with the^
Deputy Commissioner General for Special Tasks and the Commander
of Division 2

,

on the above

.

to inform them

ACS record searches on the above names yielded too many
possible and no perfect match due to missing identifying personal
data, such as DOBs, POBs, etc. Investigation continuing at
Bangkok

.

b6
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hi a
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Working Copy Page

LEAD(s) ;

Set Lead 1

:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Will query established sources and provide any and all
available information on

I

and associates who may be traveling to Thailand and
T.aoa and TianXana Inc . located at F

telephone number [ Hand
report of subversive planning against the LPDR by these
individuals

.

Set Lead 2

:

any

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

SA I
]
is requested to query established

sources and provide any and all information on
| ]

and associates who may be traveling to Thailand
and Laos and the United Lao/Hmong Congree for Democracy, the
Asian Tour and Culture Research, P.O. Box 1143 in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin 54702, telephone number (715) 835-5170 and any report
of subversive planning against the LPDR by these individuals.

Set Lead 3

:

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

Will advise results of consultation with the Department
of Justice regarding possible violation of the Neutrality Law by
the above Amcits and advise if they are subject to any penalty
upon their return to the U.S. from Thailand.

Set Lead 4

:

BANGKOK

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

AT BANGKOK, THAILAND

Will continue to monitor the situation, consult US



-- Working Copy -- Page 4

Embassy and Consulate officials in Thailand and Laos, coordinate
investigation with the I I

Set Lead 5 (Adm)

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

For information and clear.
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liD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

LL IHFOEEATIOH COHTAIHED
|

- 1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 11 / 19 /2002

Source not in a position to testify provided a medium box
of documents related to General YANG PAO and Neo Horn. The box of
documents is stored in the Milwaukee Division Evidence Control
Facility.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

u
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FDj-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 11/12/2002

b6
b7C
b7D

Source not in a position to testify provided the
following information:

On 10/27/02, Source called Sa I I voice mail and
reported that on I

DATE 05-08-2012 BY 60324 uc bauT/sab/lsg

- 1 -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 12/18/2002

To: Counterterrorism Attn: SSA 1 Room 5425
lOS H Room 5425

Bangkok Attn: Legat 1

ALATI
1

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

Attn: SARA-

4

Attn: Scmad 5/JTTF
SSA

From: Milwaukee

NEUTRALITY MATTERS;

Synopsis: Milwaukee is closing captioned matter due to insufficient
evidence in the Eastern District of Wisconsin (EDW) to support a
prosecution under the Neutrality Act statutes . In addition, an
independent review of captioned matter does not indicate a viable RICO
case either in EDW.

Reference: 2-MW-39584 Serial 602

Details: Referenced communication requested that captioned matter be
independently reviewed by Milwaukee ' s White Collar Crime Squad and
evaluated for possible violations of the RICO statues.

b7COn 09/23/2002, SSA
review (serial 603) as requested above. SSA

1 completed his
Ifound there was not

significant potential for a RICO case. The primary problem with
attempting a RICO prosecution in this matter would be the lack of
venue in the EDW as it pertains to predicate offenses. The majority
of criminal acts appear to take place in California. The United
States Attorney's Office (USAO) , EDW, has also indicated there is not
sufficient evidence for a viable RICO prosecution in the EDW.
Moreover, earlier this year the USAO, EDW, expressed an opinion that
Milwaukee should close its investigation due to insufficient evidence
for a prosecutable Neutrality case.

-f%-,



To

:

Re:
Counterterroj^Hm From:
2-MWT-39584, 12/18/2002

Milwaukee

In view of the above, Milwaukee is closing this investigation.
Copies of this communication are being provided to the Santa Ana
Resident Agency (SARA) due to the fact that Vang Pao resides in
Westminster, California, and to Minneapolis, the former Office of
Origin (00) in captioned matter. Any further investigation is being
left to the discretion of Los Angles and Minneapolis.

2



To

:

Re

:

CounterterrofWm From: Milwaukee
2-MW-39584, 12/18/2002

LEAD(s)

:

Set Lead 1

:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Read and clear.



U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

330 East Kilbourn Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
January 9, 2003

The Honorable Steven M. Biskupic HEEEisr is uhclassified

United States Attorney date OS-08-2012 by 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

Eastern District of Wisconsin
517 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

Re: General Vang Pao

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Dear Mr. Biskupic:

The purpose of this letter is to seek a prosecutive
opinion in this matter based upon previous consultations with
your office and a summary of the investigation which is being
provided

.

In January 2 001, the Milwaukee Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) assumed an investigative role into
a Neutrality Act violation involving Vang Pao, a 73 year-old.
United States citizen who resides in the Los Angeles area. The
FBI initially acted upon a complaint by | |

and
that sometime around April 19, 1999, their cousins, Houa Ly and

had disappeared and were believed to have been
abducted by agents of the Government of Laos (GOL) while visiting
Thailand.

b6
b7C

Subsequent investigation indicated that Ly and Vang
were actually members of an armed resistance movement known as
the Weo Horn.. A reliable source provided infoaqnation that former
Hmong Major General Vang Pao, the leader of the Neo Horn in the b6
United States , ordered Houa Ly and | | to cross the Thai b7C
border into Laos on April 19, 1999, to conduct an insurgency
mission. However, that source remains unwilling to testify. An
interview with Vang Pao, which occurred on March 11, 2000, at
Minneapolis, Minnesota, was unproductive.

1 - Addressee
1 - 2-MW-39584
MDF
( 2 )

1 :/ ^ 77^



A large number of interviews were conducted in this
investigation, including family members of Lv I I known or
suspected members of the Neo Horn, and individuals suspected of
having participated in past insurgency missions. No witnesses
were developed who would be willing to testify about Vang Pao ' s

involvement in insurgency missions against the GOL. Other
investigative techniques utilized during the course of the
investigation included trash covers, pen register, trap and
trace, and Ex Parte Requests for tax returns for Vang Pao and
individuals residing in Wisconsin. Generally, these efforts met
with negative results

.

The Milwaukee Office of the FBI appreciates the
assistance of the United States Attorneys Office in this matter.

Sincerely,

DAVID B. MITCHELL
Special Agent in Charge

By:

1

b6
b7C

Supervisory Special Agent

b6
b7C
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ALL IMFOPmTIOM COMTAIiED
HEREIN IS raiCLASSIFIE]) EXCEPT

(Rev, 08-28-2000) T3HERE SHOM OTHERWISE

CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc baiu/saii/lsg

DECLASSIFY OH; 06-01-2037

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

m

(S)

Precedence: ROUTINE

To : li^lwaukee
Counterterrorism

Bangkok

From: Minneapolis
Squad 5/JTTF
Contact : SA

Date:

Attn : Sa[
SSA
lOS

12/27/2002

1

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 2-MW-39584

|:bh

(Pending) W'6
Title: General Vang Pao;

DBA-Neo Horn;

United Front For Liberation of Laos;
Neutrality Matters '

Synopsis: To provide information provided by source.

provided the followingDetails : On 12/20/2002.
information; I

I Soured

b6
b7C

Source

stated that
ISource also advisedf

bl
b3
b6
b7
b7

b6
b7C
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(Rev. 08-28-2000)
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ALL ijyFORtlATIOjy COrTTAIHED

HEPEII'J IS UWCLASSIFIED EX
•where shown otherwise

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: Counterterrorism

v/^lwaukee
International Operations

Bangkok

Prom: Minneapolis
Squad 5/JTTF
Contact : SA

Approved By^

Drafted By: I Irt

Case ID #: 163C-BK-4 66 (Pending)'

Title: HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - THAILAND

Date: 12/27/2002

Attn: SSA
lOS

b6
b7C

MTE: 06-01-2012

CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc baa/salD/lsg

REASON: 1". 4
(cl

T*(C*Y**T ft rtfir m i

Synopsis: Asset reporting regarding captioned matter, lead
coverage.

Details : On 12/20/2002
followin '

advised the

u
n



Investigati^ oi M. ( telephonicall'^

File# lV3T-BK-466, 2V1!:
Date dictated

by SA

Tills document contains neitlier recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tlie property of tlie FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence ; ROUTINE Date: 02/04/2003

To: Counterterrorism

Bangkok
Minneapolis

Attn: SSaI.
I

]
lOS L
ALAT

I I

Squad 5

ssaI

From: Milwaukee
Squad 5

FPC/DT - Thailand

b6
b7C

GENERAL VANG PAO
DBA- NEO HOM
4/11/99
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Synopsis: To send information to counterterrorism and Legat
Bangkok concerning information of recent anti communist
resistance activity.

Enclosure ( s ) : Enclosed for counterterrorism and Bangkok is one
copy each of an FD-3 02 dated 2/4/03.

Details: On 2/2/03, ource provided information

b6
b7C
b7D



I?e:

CounterterroCTrem From: Milwaukee
163C-BK-466, 02/04/2003

LEAD(s)

:

Set Lead 1

:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

For information only.



u

,
(Rev. 08-28-2000)

ALL niFORHATIOH COHTAIHED
REIM IS miCLASSiriED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 02/19/2003

To: Milwaukee Attn : SA
Minneapolis SA
Sacramento SA
Bangkok SA

From: Counterterrorism
GOU / ITOS II, Rm 4913

NEUTRALITY MATTERS
AOT^DT-VC

HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND;
FPC/DT - THAILAND

Synopsis: Set leads for receiving offices to canvas logical
sources for information relevant to the February 07, 2003
attack on a bus and other road traffic near Vang Vieng,
Vientiane Province, Laos which left approximately 12 dead and
26 wounded.

Details: Legat, Bangkok has requested receiving offices seek
any information relevant to the Vang Vieng attack which would
indicate involvement between the insurgent forces and Hmong-
Americans in the United States.

The attack occurred at approximately 0830 on
February 07, 2003 five kilometers north of Vapg Vieng,
Vientiane Province, Laos, a well-know beauty spot about 170
kilometers (110 miles) north of the capital, Vientiane. The
first victim appears to have been a farmer on his tractor,
followed by two people on motorbikes, a family in their pick-
up truck, a tri-wheeled motorbike, and two European cyclist.
The farmer, hit in several places, threw himself into a

b6
b7C



LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1

:

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WT

Receiving offices are asked to canvas logical
sources for information relevant to the February 07, 2003
attack on a bus and other road traffic near Vang Vieng,
Vientiane Province, Laos which left 12 dead and 26 wounded and
report any positive results to Legat, Bangkok, Thailand, and
GOU/ITOS II/CTD.

Set Lead 2

:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS. MN

Receiving offices are asked to canvas logical
sources for information relevant to the February 07, 2003
attack on a bus and other road traffic near Vang Vieng,
Vientiane Province, Laos which left 12 dead and 26 wounded and
report any positive results to Legat, Bangkok, Thailand, and
GOU/ITOS II/CTD.

Set Lead 3

:

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO. CA

Receiving offices are asked to canvas logical
sources for information relevant to the February 07, 2003
attack on a bus and other road traffic near Vang Vieng,
Vientiane Province, Laos which left 12 dead and 26 wounded and
report any positive results to Legat, Bangkok, Thailand, and
GOU/ITOS II/CTD.

Set Lead 4

:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK. THAILAND

Read and clear, for information only.

3



(Rev. 08-28-2000) ^ HjEMElH IS TJUCLASSIFIED

MTE 05-16-2012 ST 60324 uc baw/saib/lsg

C0NFI3>ENTIAL

’ikLL''5BI IHFOKHATIOU COUTAIHED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date; 02/25/2003

b6
b7C

Counterterrorism Attn; SSA
SSA
lOSlH

Criminal Investigative ssaC
'^MTlwaukee

f
\SBA4

SM
iSAj

Minneapolis SSAn
sa[

Sacramento saI
International Operations uc[

SSATZ
lOSt

From; Bangkok
Contact; telephone^

Approved By;

Drafted By;

Case ID #

;

ttnn:

(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

.2.rm-3.a5.8A-:|g/^-.(Ulosed)
2 -SC-36616-M (Pending)
163C-BK-466>a?(Pending)
163A-BK-342 Pending)

Title; (U) GENERAL. VANG. PAO.,. DBA NEG- H0M-,

United Front for Liberation of Laos;
Neutrality Matters;
00: MW

I. GOU/ITOS II

1 ACEU, OCS
I

TiSquad 9

I Squad 5

3
1
010, lOU II

I I ETAL

;

DBA Lao Family Community Inc.,
Neutrality Matters;
AOT-DT-VC;
00: SC

HMONG-AMERICANS VISIT
To Northern Thailand;
FPC/DT - Thailand
HOUA LY - VICTIM;

I I
Victim;

b6
b7C



To: Counterterrorism From: Bangkok
Re: (U) 2-MW-39584, 02/25/2003

FPC;

HOUA LY - VICTIM

;

- Victim;
FFC7
00: BK

b6 PER FBI
b7C

Synopsis: (U) To report the 2/21/2003 meeting with the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State (DAS) Matthew P. Daley and
Ambassador Douglas A. Hartwick at the American Embassy in
Bangkok, Thailand.

Reference: (U) 2-MW-39584 Serial 613
(U) 2-MW-39584 Serial 614 Referral/Direct
(U) 163C-BK-466 Serial 25

the same issues.

(U) As expected, the Lao People's Democratic Republic
(LPDR) government officials attributed the aforementioned attack
to local banditry, in spite of reports by at least five
eyewitnesses on the scene that the perpetrators were heavily
armed with Chinese-made AK-47s, American M-16 machine guns and
even an American M-79 grenade launcher.

(U) It should be noted that the Viang Vieng incident
is to date the most blatant attack which occurred in plain
daylight, on a well -traveled road not far from the Capital of
Vientiane in Laos . The gunmen, reportedly dressed as Hmong and
speaking the Hmong dialect, moved among the wounded, shooting
them where they lay. A note allegedly left at the scene by the

CON^jKjtolAL

2



conf: TAL

To:
Re

:

Counterterrorism From: Bangkok
(U) 2-MW-39584, 02/25/2003

perpetrators but confiscated by the Lao authorities claimed that
they have been robbed of their nationalities and are fighting to
take it back. In the year 2000, a spate of mysterious bombings
victimized the people and rocked the foreign diplomatic community
in Vientiane, but were apparently not enough to convince the LPDR
government to take a pro-active stance against terrorist attacks
in their own territory. No groups have claimed credit for these
terrorist attacks. Referral/Direct

(U) In January 2001, Milwaukee Division initiated an
investigation into possible Neutrality Act violation by the Neo
Horn and General Vang Pao. On 12/18/2002, via referenced Serial
613, Milwaukee Case Agent informed that this investigation was
being closed at Milwaukee due to insufficient evidence to support
a prosecution under the Neutrality Act statute. Furthermore, MW
Case Agent advised that an independent review of the matter does
not indicate a viable RICO case that would be endorsed by the

CONFlbpl^IAL

3



To: Counterterrorism From: Bangkok
Re: (U) 2-MW-39584, 02/25/2003

Referral /Direct

United States Attorney Office (USA) in the Eastern District of
Wisconsin.

(U) The above report is being furnished to the
Counterterrorism, Organized Crime Sections and the Office of
International Operations in anticipation of a request by the
State Department for FBI participation in such a gathering in the
future

.

C0Nj:g=>BWyt2iL

4

167



CO] TAL
<t t fj

To: Counterterrorism From: m
Re: (U) 2-MW-39584, 02/25/2003

LEAD(s) ;

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

(U) For information and clear.

5



-(Rev. 08-28-2000)

i

ATE 05-16-2012 BY 60324 lic baw/sah/lsg^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To; CJIS

Date; 02/18/2003

Attn; Unit Cheif

b6
b7C

Title; VIOLENT GANG AND TERRORIST ORGANIZATION SILENT HIT FILE

Synopsis; Request CJIS to cancel subject from the Silent Hit
File

.

Details; It is requested that CJIS cancel the following subject
from the Silent Hit File due to case being closed.

Pao Vang 2-MW-39584 DOB 12/8/29

<01j)mc_cr7



To
Re

CJIS From
2-MW-39584

pu-lwaukee
02/18/2003

LEAD(s) :

Set LeacL 1 1

CJIS

AT CLARKSBURG. WV

CJIS is requested to remove subject from the Silent Hit
File

.

CC SA
b6
b7C



Working Copy

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: Milwaukee

Counterterrorism

AttPi:

NJSAWS/TWWU
ssaI

From: CJIS
Programs Development Section/Global Initiatives
Unit/Module C3
Contact :

I

Approved By:

Drafted By:

ALL HTFORHATIOH COHTAIHED
HEBllW IS UUCLASSiriED

DATE 05-16-2012 BT 60324 uc

Case ID #: 66F-HQ-C1250689-VGTOFTERR

Title: CJIS DIVISION VIOLENT GANG AND TERRORIST
ORGANIZATION FILE; VGTOF CASE ASS ISTANCE-TERRORI STS ;

REMOVED RECORD FOR SILENT HIT

Synopsis: Confirmation for silent hit record removed from NCIC.

Details: The Criminal Justice Information Services Division
removed one silent hit record from the National Crime Information
Center for the Milwaukee Division.

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1 (Adm)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE, WI

Attention

;

For information only. Please 5^ad and clear.

Set Lead 2

:

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Attention: Chief, NJSAWS/TWWU

The Criminal Justice Information Services Division
removed one silent hit record from the National Crime Information ^ /
Center for the Milwaukee Division. Please reference electronic
communication 2-MW-39584 for the subject.

|

t rjheo.... Indhxed

Case ID : 66F-HQ-C1250689-VGTOFTERR Serial : 116

JtRIAUZED.

HAR-0-4-29ej---

F8! - MILWAUKEE



(Rev. 01-31-2003)
13HEBE SHOTM OTHERWISE

CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc bam./'sati/lsg

DECLASSIFY OH: 06-01-2037

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence

:

ROUTINE

To: Milwaukee
Counterterrorism

Bankok

From: Minneapolis
Squad 5/JTTF
Contact : SA

Date: 03/17/2003

Attn: SA
[

Attn: SSA
lOS
SA

I

Approved

Drafted By:

Case ID # : »«<f^MW-39584 n.osed)

Title: General Vang Pao;
DBA-Neo Horn;

United Front For Liberation of Laos;
Neutrality Matters

Synopsis: To Provide information provided by source.

CC>2i\

'





To:
Re:

imii
Milwaukee
2-MW-39584,

FrOT: Minneapoii's
03/17/2003

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE

For Information.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

For Information.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

BANGKOK

AT BANKOK

For Information.

3



FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

VATE 05-16-2012 BY 60324 uc hmi/3dih/lBq

- 1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03 / 11/2003

Source not in a position to testify provided the
following information:



ALL IKFOEMATIOH CaHTlMT

(Rev. 01-31-2003)

IP :

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : PRIORITY Date; 03/11/2003

Counterterrorism Attn: SSA
lOS

International Operations Attn: AUC
SSA
lOS

Bangkok Attn: ALAT
Minneapolis Attn: Squai

SSA [

Sacramento Attn: SA r

lOU II

Sacramento Attn: SA Fresno RA

From: Milwaukee
Squad 5
Contact : SA

Approved By;

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 163C-BK-466 (Pending) -'»3^

2-MW-39584 (Closed)

Title: HMONG - AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND
FPC/DT - Thailand

GENERAL VANG PAO
DBA - NEO HOM
4/11/99
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Synopsis; To send information to the above listed offices regarding
possible future resistance activity.

Enclosure { s ) : Enclosed for counterterrorism, international
operations, Legat Bangkok and Minneapolis is a copy of a FD-302 dated
3/11/03.

Details; On 3/5/03 source with proven reliabilit

will advise if more information become available.

More details are included in the enclosed FD-302.

I
!1AH 1 2 2003

I pni.MlLWAU(^S_

0'?OP<SCH.£C-



Tp: Counterterro^rem From:
Re: 163C-BK-466, 03/11/2003

LEAD(s)

;

Set Lead 1; (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Milwaukee

For information only.



(Rev. 08-28-2000)
WHEBE SHCOT OTHERWISE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/18/2003



Source remains in a position to continue providing
information regarding captioned matters.

2



To: CounterterrorWfb From: ‘Minneapolis
Re: 163C-BK-466, 03/18/2003

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1 : (Adm)

COUNTERTERRQRI SM

AT WASHINGTON. D.C.

For Information.

Set Lead 2

:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK

(S) For i nfnrnna-H r>n AHyi MP of any further tasking bl
requirements for

| j33

Set Lead 3 : (Adm)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE

For information.

Set Lead 4 : (Adm)

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AT WASHINGTON. DC

For information



FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
b6
hi

Tills document contains neitlier recommendations nor conclusions of tlie FBI. It is tlie property of die FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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^ (Rev. 01-31-2003)
^DA''ATE 05-08-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/salD/lsg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : PRIORITY

To: Counterterrorism

International Operations

Bangkok
Minneapolis

Sacramento

From: *4([ilwaukee
Squad 5

Contact : SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 03/25/2003

Attn:
Attn:

Attn:

ALAT
Squad 5

SS^
SA[

;.p05>

Case ID #: :i^C-BK-466
t/C-MW-39584 (Closed)

Title:

(Pending)

HMONG - AMERICANS VISIT
TO NORTHERN THAILAND
FPC/DT - Thailand

TOU II

b6
b7C

Fresno RA

GENERAL VANG PAO
DBA - NEO HOM
4/11/99
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Synopsis: To send information to the above listed offices regarding
.former Major General Vang Pao.

Enclosure ( s ) : Enclosed for counterterrorism, international
operations, Legat Bangkok and Minneapolis is a copy of a FD-302 dated ^
3/25/03. b7D



To: CounterterroHim From: Milwaukee
Re: 163C-BK-466, 03/25/2003

[Listed the telephone number to Vang Pao at 9302
England Avenue, Westminster, CA. The telephone number was called
several times by former subjects of the closed Milwaukee case 2-MW-
39584. TA also associatesP

|
with cases 281E-DE-86555 and

166C-DE-75107.

More details are included in the enclosed FD-302.

b7E

2



To: CounterterrorTWfn From:
Re: 163C-BK-466, 03/25/2003

LEAD(s)

:

Set Lead 1; (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Milwaukee

For information only.



Si

(Rev. 01-31-2003)

^ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/31/2003

To: Milwaukee Attn: IT Supervisor
SA

I

From: Counterterrorism
ITOS II/GOU/4913
Contact: SSA I

Approved By:

Drafted

Case ID

By
: \ kms

#: 2-MW-395844io^|(Pending)

Title: General Vang Pao;

,
DBA - Neo Horn;

United Front for the Liberation of Laos;
Neutrality Matters

Synopsis: To provide the enclosed items to the office of
origin.

Enclosure ( s ) : Enclosed are two videotapes and one audio
cassette tape regarding General Vang Pao.

Details: The purpose of this communication is to provide your
office with copies of the enclosed tapes. Enclosed are two
video tapes titled, "Neo Horn demonstration against Ambassador
Wendy Chamberlin in visit to Saint Paul, MN 2 July 1998" and
"General Vang Pao & General Thonglith with the resistance in
Laos - 1989". Additionally, enclosed is an audio cassette
titled, "Gen. Vang Pao's order to the Hmong refugees in
Thailand: not to go to the USA. Feb. 87". It is believed that
these tapes are'.worlc copies dnd being provided to your office
as office of origin” and for"any action deemed appropriate.

b6
b7C

L



V

To:
Re:

Milwaukee
2-MW-39584

FroitTT Counterterrorism
03/31/2003

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1
: (Discretionary)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

For any action deemed appropriate.

2



FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95>

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DATE 05-16-2012 BY 60324 uc jbaw'sal3/isig

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





i

DATE 05-16-2012 BY 60324 uc bair/sab/l^
(Rev. 01-31-2003) ,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence

:

To

:

PRIORITY

From: Sacramento
FRAl
Contact

:

SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 07/11/2003

Case ID #: 2-MW-39584 -63l

cl9-2nic01 . ec

Closed)

Bangkok Attn: LEGAT
Counterterrorism Attn: ITOS II

< UC
Milwaukee Attn: SA

SA
Minneapolis Attii: SA

Title: NEO HOM;
GENERAL VANG PAO;
NEUTRALITY ACT

b6
b7C

Synopsis : Source reporting regarding the activities of the Neo
Horn and Naw Karl Mua.

Administrative: This source has provided reliable information in
the past and is now closed. He/she does not wish to be
recontacted unless there is a serious commitment by the US
Government to prosecute Vang and/or the Neo Horn. Source feels
that otherwise, his/her cooperation is dangerous to his/her well-
being.

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for receiving offices is an FD-302 of
Source interview.

Details: Minneapolis may wish to take notice of the intended
meeting of the former King of Laos with members of the Neo Horn,
scheduled for approximately July 17-18, 2003. Source has no
information that there is any violence planned against the King,
or during the meeting.

b6
b7C



To: 'Bangkok From^^ Sacramento
‘Re: 2-MW-39584, 07/11/2003

j

LEJUD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Info)

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK, THAILAND

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WSAHINGTON. DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN

Read and clear.

Set Lead 4: (Info)

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNESOTA

Read and clear.

2



r

7V

To

:

Re

:

Counterterrori^ From:
163C-BK-466, 06/13/2003

Minneapolis

LEM)(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. D.C.

For Information.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE

For information.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AT WASHINGTON. DC

For information.

2

L.



(Rev. 08-28-2000)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

(S)

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: Counterterrorism

Date: 06/13/2003

Attn:

Milwaukee
International Operations

From: Minneapolis
Squad 4/JTTF
Contact : SA

SSAl

lOS
SA [

UCA
SSA

Approved

[
Drafted By:

Case ID # : t^MW-39584^ ^^osed)

illllH

DATE: 06-01-2012

CLA^^IFIED BY 60324 uc baw/saJa/lsg

MASOM: 1,4 (c)

DECLASSIFY OH: 06-01-2037

Title: General Vang Pao;
DBA-Neo Horn;

United Front For Liberation of Laos;
Neutrality Matters

Asset reporting regarding captioned matter.

1

Synopsis

:

Details: On O6/1O/2003

Source advised that [

b6
b7C



(Rev. 01-31-2003)
ATE 09-18-2012 BY 60324 lie baw/sab/isg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 12/01/2003

To: Bangkok
Counterterrorism
Milwaukee

Sacramento

Attn: LEGAT|_
Attn: ITOS II
Attn : SA

SA
SA

From: Minneapolis
Squad 4

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 2-MW-39584

b6
b7C

(Closed)

Title: NEO HOM;
GENERAL VANG PAO
NEUTRALITY ACT

Synopsis : To report information concerning the activities of
General Vang Pao.

On November 26, at the Prom Center in Oakdale,
Minnesota, Vang Pao spoke at a two day Hmong event. Vang Pao
said he would back trade relations with Laos if the Communist
government would uphold civil rights laws. Congress has been
working with the Ambassador of Laos to try and normalize trade

^

relations. McCullom was concerned that Vang Pao was upset that , Irt

ffiiw.HFn 'indexed.

4^



To: Bangkok From: Minneapolis
Re: 2-MW-39584, 12/01/2003

the Ambassador to Laos had called the jungle people terrorists
She was also concerned that Vang Pao may be planning to call tHe
jungle Hmong to arms. According to McCollum, the General does
not follow international or United States laws.

McCollum advised that the Hmong people are comfortable
talking to her due to her working on trade legislation with Laos.
She advised that Itelephone number

| |

I I would be available to give more details regarding the
elders who had been pressured into donating money to Vang Pao's
cause. I I advises Representative I I on Hmong issues.

I l is well versed on the Hmong history and traditions. He has
been a help to the FBI Minneapolis office in the past.

On 12/2/2003, 1 [advised telephonically that he felt
the General's stance reversal was due to pressure from the Hmong
professionals. The Hmong professional community has been putting
pressure on the General to change his methods. The old methods
weren't very successful and gave a bad name to the cause. I I

advised that many of the elders and veterans have been scammed by
the General . The General was selling promotions within his Army.

I I has some of the phony documents showing the alleged
"promotions". He will provide the documents to the Minneapolis
office.

b6
b7C
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To:
Re

:

Bangkok Frorti^^ Minneapolis
2-MW-39584, 12/01/2003

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK, THAILAND

For information. Read and clear.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE

For information. Read and clear.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO

For information. Read and clear.

Set Lead 4: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. D.C.

For information. Read and clear.

3



ALL HJFORHATIOU COHTAIHED
.HEEEIW IS TIHCLASSIFIED

Thursday,

November 27,

2003

Cesar
Chavez

City renames
part of street

after late

labor leader

Page 3B

TODAY

City, county, state

and federal govern-

ment offices are closed.

a Public libraries are

closed.

Metro Transit buses

on holiday schedules.



Xailo Vang, a veteran of the Vietnam War-era military of Laos, provides security Wednesday during a gathering with Gen. Vang Pao.

Gen. Vang
Pao

. (continuedl

been the subject of a long-run-

ning debate among the Hmong,
broadly dividing the community

intb those thought to favor over-

throwing the government and
those who would pursue diplo-

macy.

t
Vang Pao, in comments
^slated by son Cha Vang dur-

g a news conference, said his

“goal had always been bringing

peace, prosperity and happiness

to the people of Laos.” The tim-

ing for his newly announced
approach, however, has not

been right until now.

‘Teace, prosperity and hap-

piness do not come from the end
of a barrel of a rifle,” the general

declared. “But rather, they come
from dialogue. ... They come
after mutual respect, accept-

ance and trust.

“For this plan to work, it will

take cooperation from the com-

mimist Lao leaders in Vien-

tiane. I ask these leaders to be

courageous and to join us in this

most important endeavor for

the betterment of the country

and the people. Let us put aside

our differences from the past

and build a brighter future for

the people ofLaos.”

Stephen B. Young, former

dean of Hamline Law School

and a longtime political adviser

to the general, characterized

the shift as one from a policy of

confrontation to one of reconcil-

iation.

The general called for reach-

ing out to the communist gov-

ernments in Laos and Vietnam,

“slowly taking a step-by-step

process of creating mutual

trust, mutual understanding

and mutual tolerance.”

He demanded a cease-fire

and an end to the Lao commu-
nist government’s reputed tactic

of using starvation as a way to

exterminate minority Hmong
and Lao who had fled to the jun-

gles of northern Laos. He asked

for the United Nations to take

the lead in creating safe zones

for those in the mountains and

providing humanitarian “aid.

"

Work also should begin on

resettling them to other coun-

tries, if necessary, the general

said.

Vang Pao said he would sup-

port a proposal introduced by

U.S. Rep. Betty McCollum, D-St.

Paul, to normalize trade rela-

tions with Lads if the govern-

ment improves its hmnan rights

record.

‘Tm happy to see the gener-

al’s new way of bringing peace

and prosperity to Laos,” said Dr.

Khamphai Abhay of Australia,

health minister in the Royal Lao

government that fell to the com-

munists. He was one of several

former officials and .representa-

tives of the royal family who
joined the general on the dais.

Young said he had had many
conversations with representa-

tives from Vietnam about the

possibility of reconciliation.

“It is my judgment that they

would welcome the new direc-

tion and the new plan that Gen.

Vang Pao has announced,”

Young said.

'

Pobzeb Vang, executive

director of the Lao Human
Rights Council of Eau Claire,

Wis., said he supported the gen-

eral’s doctrine and hoped the

U.S. government wotdd.
. “This is a new beginning,”

Pobzeb Vang said. ‘It’s time to

end the fighting and forget the

past”
Philip Smith, of the Center

for Public Policy Analysis in

Washington, D.C., said he repre-

sented more than 30 Ehnong and
Lao organizations — including

the Lao Students Movement for

Democracy, some independent

chapters of the Lao Veterans of

America and Hmong Interna-

tional Human Rights Watch —
that have deep concerns about

the general’s new directioa

The groups he works with.

Smith said, will conttnue to.

oppose normalized trade rela-

tions regardless of the general’s

stance.

Todd Nelson can be reached at

toddnelson@pioneerpress.com or

651-228-5575.

• Search for

student

(continued)

and gray primer paint on the

driver’s, side front panel to jog

the memory of anyone who may
have seen something suspicious

in the Columbia Mall parking

. lot on Saturday, Capt. Mike

Kirby said.

i^odin’s mother, Linda Walk-
•

» er, of Pequot Lakes, said she

believes someone knows where

her daughter is. She said the

, family is “pleading that they

would come forward with her
ft • .. f, ... t. .... . i..

REWARD
OFFERED

A reward of up to

$50,000 is being offered

in the disappearance of

Dru Sjodin, who is about

5 feet 5 inches and weighs

about 130 pounds, has

frosted blond hair and

blue eyes. She was last

seen wearing black slacks,

black loafers, a pink and

purple V-neck blouse, a

black blazer-style jacket

'

and carrying a small

black handbag.

Grand Forks, N.D., police:

701-787-8000. Tip line:

701-780-8213.

10 compere, uw-iuver
Falls is seeking about $2.2

million to upgrade facilities,

including locker rooms and

dormitories. The xmiversity’s

efforts are being backed

by the student senate, the .

local business community
and state officials, including

Sen. Sheila Harsdorf, R-River

Falls, and Gov. Jim Doyle, a

Democrat.
‘It’s not dissimilar to the

Vikings (and Mankato) situa-

tion. We have some shortcom-

ings, facility-wise,” Halada

said. ,

Halada and others contend

that keeping the Chiefs is good
for students, who can use the

improved facilities, and the

community. Having the Chiefs

in town for three weeks every

August puts the Kinnickinnic

River community of 13,000 on
the media map, and it draws a
fair amount of money.

How much money?
The UW-River Falls Survey

Research Center estimates

that the camp brings in more
than $2 million each year and

attracts 10,000 to 15,000 people

from 30 states.

The fans spend more than

$1.6 million dining training

camp, and the Chiefs spend

another $500,000 or so to rent

university facihties.

Football • tourists spend

most of their money on lodg-

ing, followed by food and

gas. Most also spend money
on "side trips, with the Mall

of America being the most

popular.

NFL camps once had a

major impact across Wis-

consin.

At its peak in 1995, the so-

called Cheese League fea-

tured five NFL training camps
— the Green Bay Packers in

De Pere and Green Bay; the

Chicago Bears in Platteville;

the New Orleans Saints in La
Crosse; the Jacksonville

Jaguars in Stevens Point; and

the Chiefs.
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Peace, prosperity and happiness,do not comefrom the end ofa barrel ofa rifle. But rather
they comefrom dialogue. ... They come after mutual respect, acceptance and trust.

GEN. VANG PAG, IN COMMENTS TRANSLATED DURING WEDNESDAY’S NEWS CONFERENCE

Xailo Vang, a veteran of the Vietnam War-era military of Laos, provides security Wednesday during a gathe?in°g^?h Gen P?a

Gen. Vang
Pao

(continued)
y

been the subject of a long-run-
ning debate among the Hmong^
broadly dividing the conununily
into those thought to favor over-
fHmtirinrf fU<-» -i

take cooperation from the com-
munist Lao leaders in Vien-
tiane. I ask these leaders to be
courageous and tojoin us in this

most important endeavor for
the betterment of the country
and the people. Let us put aside
our differences from the past
and build a brighter future for
the people of Laos.”

Stephen B. Young, former
dean of Hamline Law School

the lead in creating safe zones
for those in the mountains and
providing humanitarian aid.

Work also should begin on
resettling them to other coun-
tries, if necessary, the general
said.

Vang Pao said he would sup-
port a proposal introduced by
U.S. Rep. Betty McCollum, D-St.
Paul, to noimalize trade rela-

tions with Labs if the eovern-

Youngsaid.

Pobzeb Vang, executive
director of the Lao Human
Rights Council of Eau Claire,

Wis., said he supported the gen-
eral’s doctrine and hoped the
U.S. government would.
• “This is a new beginning,”
Pobzeb Vang said. “It’s time to
end the fighting and forget the
past”

Philin —

Kansas City Chiefs placekicker Jose Cortt
summer on the University of Wisconsin-River
The university is seeking $2.2 million to upda
in an effort to convince the Chiefs to keep th
on the campus.

Kansas City

Chiefs

' (continued)

camp at the school. “They are
off to a 10-1 start”

The Chiefs have held their
preseason camp at the UW-
River Faiis for 13 years but no
longer have a contrdct with
the university. The team
may return next summer —
and enjoy the college’s food
service extraordinaire Alcan-
tar’s elaborate meals — but
the Chiefs are also entertain-
ing offers fi’om five colleges
closer to home.

• Northwest Missouri State,

Southwest Missouri State,

Central Missouri State, Mis-
souri Western State College
and Pittsburgh State in

Kansas all are wooing the
Chiefs.

To compete, UW-River
Falls is seeking about $2.2
million to upgrade facilities,

includmg locker rooms and
dormitories. The university’s

efforts are being backed
by the student senate, the .

local business communily
and state officials, including
Sen. Sheila Harsdorf, R-River
Falls, and Gov. Jim Doyle, a
Democrat.

“It’s not dissimilar to the
Vikings (and Mankato) situa-

Nancy RIchi
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Public libraries
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Metro Transit and

other regional transit

providers have revised

service.

Parking meters’ are

hot enforcedin St. Paul

and Minneapolis.

Most banks and .

credit unions are open.

On Page 8B;

Sites serving free

Thanksgiving dinner.

ONLINE

With no El Nino or

La Nina to influence

the weather, lanything

could happen this

winter. Read the latest'

Weather Weblog entry**

at‘www;’twincities.com.
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A ATTACHED ARE ORIGINAL SERIALS FOR THE 00 FILE.

ATTACHED ARE DOCUMENTS FOR ADDRESSEE.

FILE NUMBER: 5TS'S’^
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Office of the Legal Attache
United States Embassy

Bangkok, Thailand 96546

Telephone#: 011-66-2-205-4841

Fax#: 011-66-2-254-1172

To: PLEASE HAND-CARRY TO Date: January 7, 2004

Fax#: 02-628-5047 Pages: 2, including this cover sheet.

Voice #:

From: ALL IMF0E14TIOM C0WTkimJ>
HEREIN IS TJMCLASSIFIED

DATE 05-16-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsgActing Legal Attache

Subject:

Case ID:

Anti-Laos resistance activities

Our file 2-MW-39584

Comments:
Dead

b6
b7C

HappyNew Year to you! Please see attached copy of the recent Bangkok Post article.

Kindly call me when you have the chance. I would like to discuss this issue with you. Many
thanks.
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BORDER SECURITY SCIENCE

Lao resistance

forces stronger
US-basedHmong
sending them cash
Post reporters

Nan

Resistance forces in the Lao border
province ofSayabouryhave become

more active after receiving financial sup-
port from Hmong based in the United
States, including former militar^^^ leader
Gen Vang Pao, security sources have
revealed.

'‘Increased financial support. from
Hmong in the US has revived the resist-

ance movement inside’Laos, especially
in Sayaboury, opposite Nan province,**

said an army officer in charge of border
security.

Led by Gen Vang Pao*s son, Wanjong
Saewang, an upsurge in rebel activities

over the past year had prompted Vien-
tiane to set up a combined special forces
unit' wnth the Vietnamese military,

sources said.

"Laos requested support fromVietnam
in tackling the resistance movement in
July,” said an intelligence officer from
the Third Army. "An agreement was
reached recently to form a combined
special forces unit in Sayaboury to deal
with the problem.”

Lao troops had deployed hundreds
of booby traps along the border opposite
Song Khwae, Chalermphrakiat, Thung

Chang and Chiang Klang districts in

Nan, sources said.

Security had been reinforced and cur-

fews imposed at several border locations

to curb the resistance movement.
"They have also strengthened intelli-

gence units along the border,*’ sources

saidi The intelligence officer said the

resistance forces had killed at least 12

Lao border troops and officials over the

past year. The most daring raid occurred
in mid-July, when an official was killed

in broad daylight at Nam-ngern pass,

opposite Huay Kon, he said.

Two months later, eight troops were
killed and 10 wounded while patrolling

a river near Hongsa town.

Wanjong Saewang was allegedly sup-

ported by military commander Rawi
sae Maa and Tai sae Wang, who recruited^

Hmong living in the North to the resist-

ance movement.
"With huge financial support from

the US, they have been able to recruit

local Hmong from the North and Sara-

buri's Tham Krabok district," said a
cavaliy officer.

Vientiane was aware the rebels took
refuge in our country, he said.

Over the past few months, I*lmong

living in the North had admitted being
paid for taking part in cross-border mis-

sions into Laos.

"Unless we can block their financial

support, the movement will be hard to

control,” said a security officer.

280,000 migrants nabbed

I
mmigration authorities last year
anested more than 280,000 illegal alien

migrants, most ofwhom were Burmese
nationals, said the deputy chief of the
Immigraiion Police Bureau.

workers were from Burma, Cambodia
and Laos.

Of the 91,451 illegal migrants, 52,781

were Burmese, 23,700 Cambodians and
0.098 Kao.

Planning

for research

body merger
almost done
Hopes for Speedier

approval offunds
Ranjana Wangvipula

P lanning for the merger of two state

research organisations is expected
to be complete this month.
The move to combine the National

Research Council of Thailand and the
Thailand Research Fund began late last

year after cabinet asked a task force to

improve the national research policy.

Research chiefs hope the new agency
will be free of bureaucratic controls

which are notorious for slowing down
research grants.

"If the new structure puts the fund
under the bureaucratic system, the
mergerwould network," said the fund’s

director Piyawat Boon-Long.

The Thai Research Fund (TRF) is a
government agency but is not required

to follow bureaucratic practices. It was
set up in 1992,

A university entomologist, whose work
was once financed by the fund, said

speedy approval of research funding
was important because some studies

should not be delayed.

A panel led by social scientist Chai-

Anan Samudavanija, also director of
Vajiravudh College, will decide on the

new structure with the help of Chula-
longkorn University's faculty of political

science.

"I think the merger is a good idea,”

said Chirapandh Arthachinda, secretaiy-

genera! ofthe National Research Council

of Thailand.

His agency was slow on budgeting,
but combining the agencies should help
solve the problem.

The TRP should cona*mrau'on fund*
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(December 9, 2003) - In an recent

articleHeanHer toldAsianAmerican

Press readers to be cautious ofreports

coming out of Laos because of the

“strong political stance ofsome ofthe

groups reporting.” The report states,

“She is skeptical of the claims of the

Fact Finding Comnjission and

organizations that have political

objectives. “They are not a neutral

source,” said Hen
The Fact Finding Commission

feels aresponse to Ms. Her’s remarks

isin order. FFC does have an agenda.
• That agenda is to bring to the world’s

attention the plight of.the veterans of

the SecretWar and their families that

are trapped in the mouiitains and

jungles ofLaos. Theplanned efforts

by the communists to “exterminate

to the root” those that were loyal to

the United States during the war in

SoutheastAsia are well documented

Unfortunately, thedocumentation

has been ignored not onlyby the U.S.

State Department, but others who
choose for their own reasons to deny

these horrifichuman rights violations

could ever be committed,

The hope of the FFC is that all

political factions will set aside

differences to address the

overwhelmingneeds of.thesepeople

•before 1h^' hid -all ^killed; After all
*

these are the mothers, fathers, sisters,

brothers and cousins ofmany of the

Laotian ihimigrants in this country.

We challengeMs. Herto identify any

politicalagendaFFCmay ormay not

have that would give cause to doubt

the reports we haVe made.

Ms. Her stated she “doubts the

credibility ofwhat she learned were

“staged” fighting scenes doneby the

politically based organizations. Our

firstquestion is where did she
‘

‘learn”

these fighting scenes were staged?

If Ms. Her is referring to FFC we

invite close examination of the

videos in question. We believe the

videos speak for themselves.

It is an affront to the brave Laotian

men who risked their lives to take

these videos and smuggle them out

of Laos. The videos taken a few

hundred yards from commuriist

military encampments, the children

dying from chemical weapons, the

starvation, the deaths from

communist land mines, are all very

real.

On the issue of landmines the

article implies these reports may be
.

from the more'than 500,000 tons of

unexploded ordinance left overfrom

the Vietnam War. A simple

examination ofthevideos by anyone

familiarwith military ordinance will

confirm that the rnines which are

killing the people in the mountains

are of recent communist

manufacture and those used by the

PathetLao and VitsthaffidSfe^Hl^.

The initial informattoh thatleaii to

the findings by Amnesty
International, Time Magazine, the

Agence France news organization,

and other internationaljournalists and

now reported around the worldcame

from the FFC. What FFC has

reported has been corroborated by

these and others including Dr. Naw
KarlMua and theEuropeanjournalist

who accompanied him into the

jungle. ,

We agree with Ms. Her and

Ambassador Hartwick “that the

situation of allHmong and all ethmc

groups in Laos must be improved,

and that means addressing the

poverty issue and that means taking

a more diplomatic route;” We have

personally met with Ambassador

Hartwick and plead for diplomatic

intervention on behalf of the people

in the mountains. The Ambassador

has continually turned a deaf ear to

their plight referring to.them as

insurgents and terrorists. They are

not. They are soldiers from an

American fighting force who are

being persecuted for their loyalty to

theUnited States. They are veterans

who haVe been forgotten by those

who enjoy the liberty they fought for.

They are the family members of

those who now living in this country

fled the cotnrtiunist persecution that

followed the war.

Ed Szendrey', Fact Finding

Commission

FBl/DOJ
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Gen. Vang Pao says to

j

work for peace in Laos

LAKEELMO, Minn. (November

25, 2003)- General Vang Pao, along

with various Lao andHmong leaders

from arouild the country and the

world, gathered Wednesday at the

Prom Center inLakeElmo to discuss

and “publicly” announce the

General’s Doctrine on Laos,

Southeast Asia, human rights, the

plight of the Hmong in the Jungles

ofNorthern Laos, religious freedom,

healing old wounds with former

adversaries (North Vietnamese,

Communist Lao Government), and

VANGPAG
CONTINUED ONPAGE 6

Retired Hmong

General Vang

Pao spoke at

the Prom Center

Wed and called

Hmong
Americans to

work for Peace

in Laos.
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Vang Pao
Continuedfrom page 1

co-existing with neighboring states

(China, Vietnam, Thailand,

Cambodia, and Burma).

General Vang Pao, since the veiy

young age of 13, has been serving his

country and its people. After the fall

of Laos to communism in 1975, the

General continued to work tirelessly

in his commitment to creating a

brighter future for the Hmong and

Lao:people worldwide. His activism

within the
’ Hmong and Lao_

communities has worked to promote

education, economic and social

development, understanding, and

equal rights.

bn the much graver issues ot

H human rights, freedom, and

democracy in Laos, the General has

been at the forefront of the efforts to

save the people who continue to cling

to hopes of a peaceful, prosperous,

and happy life inside Laos.

“Using starvation as a tool to

dominate and kill your own people,

whose views (political, social, or

religious) differ from the commumst

party’s, is completely unacceptable

and against international human

rights laws,” said General Vang Pao.

“We as human beings must leam to

embrace and understand our

differences. Otherwise these

senseless killing of innocent people

will go on forever.. .and for what

purpose?”

“An open, positive, and

constructive dialogue mustbe sought

ter begin the process for

understanding, tolerance, acceptance,

and ultimately for peace and

prosperity,” said General Vang Pao.

“Potentially, some of the greatest

• assets for die future development
and 1,

progress of Laos is the very people I

who had to flee the country and are
]

now well educated and respected in

other parts of the world. These sanie

people should not be feared...but

rather embraced so that they can

bring back their knowledge,

connections, and attract foreign

investments.”

.

“The era of killing must end. . .so

that a new era of healing, peace,

growth, and prosperity can return to

the country and its people.”Q

FBl/DOJ
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: DEADLINE 03/05/2004 Date: 02/13/2004

To : Milwaukee
Attn: SA

THE LIBERATION OF LAOS;
NEUTRALITY MATTERS
00: MILWAUKEE

Synopsis: Request for disposition of evidence.

Details: On 01/07/03, the above captioned case was closed by the
case Agent. However, evidence obtained during the course of the
investigation lacks disposition instructions for the attached
computer printout of collected items

.

Q(44F{^ ) SV, 6c
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To: Milwaukee From: Milwaukee
Re

:

, 02/13/20042-MW-39584

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Action)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE

It is requested that disposition instructions be provided,
in writing, for the collected items on the attached computer
printout

.

2



DECLMSIFIID BY 60324 UG baw'sab/isg
OH 05-"3i’-2012

02/05/04

16:36:15

lU]

Case Squad: 9 Case Agent

Case Number: 2“MW-39584^

Closed Cases with pending Collected Items

01/01/1900 thru 02/05/2004

Collected Item Type: All

Category Type: IB

Closed: 01/07/03

Title: GENERAL VANG PAO

ICMIPR06

Page 373

Cat/Num Acquired Type Barcode Anticipated Dispostion and Date Contributor/Description

10/17/2001 G E01712048 DESTROY

07/27/2002 6 E01712719 OTHER

1B3

1B4

08/28/2002 G E01712762 DESTROY

09/30/2002 G E01712788

11/18/2002 G E01712835 RETURN

Cl

ONE BOX OF MI SC DOCUMENTS

I I

1) A LOA VETERANS OF AMERICA, INC., MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE,

NUMBER 2011959

2) A CERTIFICATE FROM THE LAO VETERANS OF AMERICA, INC.,

SINGED BY GEN VANG PAO AND LTC | |

3) THREE (3) CERTIFIECATES OF COMMENDATION ALLEDEDLY SIGNED

BY MULITPLE MEMBERS OF THE US CONGRESS FOR
| |

SERVICE IN THE WAR IN LAOS

4) TWO (2) PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARDS FOR THE LAO VETERANS

OF AMERICA, INC

5) A US VIETNAM SERVICE MEDAL AND A REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

SERVICE MEDAL

Cl

BROWN EXPANDABLE FOLDER CONTAINING NUMEROUS MISC DOCUMENTS

SOURCE

ONE FEDEX BOX CONTAINING ONE BROWN EXPANDABLE FOLDER LABELED

"PALKET #3" INSIDE THE FOLDER ARE NUMEROUS DOCUMENTS
^ ®

WRITTEN IN ONE OR MORE FOREIGN LANGUAGES, POSSIBLE HMONG b7C
AND/OR LAO

I I/DBA NEO HOME

ONE MEDIUM FEDEX BOX OF DOCUMENTS CONTAINING NEW HUM

DOCUMENTS WRITTEN IN LAOTIAN

b6
b7C



DATE 05-i6""2012 BY 60324 uc baiu/saB/lsg^

r

1

(Rev. 01-31-2003)

i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence; ROUTINE Date: 02/27/2004

To; Milwaukee Attn; EOT

b6
b7C

Synopsis; Requesting that evidence be retained for potential
future investigative use.

Reference: 2-MW-39584 Serial 653

Details: Referenced communication requested that the writer
provide disposition instructions for several items of evidence
obtained in connection with captioned investigation.

The writer requests that the evidence in question be
retained for two years from the date of this communication, at
which time the issue of disposition should be reevaluated. The
writer believes that the evidence may be useful for future
investigative purposes.

From; Milwaukee

Ext. 338

Drafted By;

Case ID #;c2<^-39584 (Closed)

Title; GENERAL VANG PAO;
NEO HOM;
UNITED FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF LAOS;
NEUTRALTITY MATTERS
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 2/25/2003

To: Bangkok Attn: LEGAT 1

Counterterrorism Attn: ITOS II
I/Milwaukee Attn

:

SA I-

SA
Sacramento Attn

:

SA

b6
b7C

From: Minneapolis

Title: NEO ROM;
GENERAL VANG PAO;
NEUTRALITY ACT

Synopsis : To report information concerning the activities of
General Vang Pao.

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for receiving offices are translated
military appointment orders and various news articles.

Details: On 12/17/2003, District
Office Representatives from Congresswoman Betty McCullum's office
handed over some translated Laotian documents. The meeting took
place in the Congresswoman's office at 165 Western Ave., Suite
17, St. Paul, Minnesota. The documents are appointment and
promotion orders and a national support volunteer form.

b6
b7C

A propaganda website address was provided for
information. The website is: http: www . factfinding . ora

.

News
articles from various newspapers and magazines were also
provided.



To:
Re

:

#Bangkok From: Minneapolis
2-MW-39584, 12/17/2003

LEM)(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK

For information and whatever action deemed necessary.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT ITOS II

For information and whatever action deemed necessary.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN

For information and whatever action deemed necessary.

Set Lead 4: (Info)

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

For information and whatever action deemed necessary.
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Welcome to the Jungle

Recruited by the CIA to be a secret army during the Vietnam

War, the Hmong rebels of Laos fought communism. Now they

desperately battle for their own survival

BY ANDREW PERRIN/XAYSOMBOUNE SPECIAL ZONE

There were hundreds ofthem, perhaps a thousand. They wept and knelt

before me on the ground, crying, "Please help us, the communists are

coming." I had hiked four days to reach this forsaken place deep in the

jungles ofXaysomboune, northern Laos. The Hmong rebels prostrate

before me were convinced they would all soon die. They knew they were a

forgotten tribe, crushed by a military campaign that is denied by the

communist leaders of their small, sheltered nation.

In all my years as a journalist I had never seen an5dhing like this: a ragtag

army with wailing families in tow, beseeching me to take news oftheir

plight to the outside world. I walked among starving children, their tiny

frames scarred by mortar shrapnel. Yoimg men, toting rifles and with dull-

eyed infants strapped to their backs, ripped open their shirts to show me
their wounds. An old man grabbed my hand and guided it over the contours

of shrapnel buried in his gut. A teenage girl, no more than 15, whimpered at

my feet, pawed at my legs and cried, "They've killed my husband. They've

killedmy mother, my father, my brother ..." But before she could finish,

others were pushing her aside to sob out their own litanies of loss. In this

heart of darlmess, nobody has a monopoly on grief

Now, for the first time in nearly three decades, this dwindling group of

outcasts are completely surrounded by the Lao government troops that hunt

them. They are trapped in a narrow swath ofjungle, with all avenues of

escape blocked by either soldiers or antipersonnel mines. "This time," says

Moua Toua Ther, 46, the one-armed leader ofthe camp and commander of

its pitifully equipped fighting force, "we will not be able to run or hide.

When the hehcopters come we will be butchered like wild animals."

Wfiiat is the crime this ragged bunch has committed? It is simply that they

are Hmong, mostly the children, grandchildren or even great-grandchildren

http://www.time.com/time/asia/magazine/printout/0,1 3675,501 030505-447253,0... 12/17/2003
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of fighters who in the 1960s sided with the U.S. to fight communism in

Laos during the Vietnam War. Fabled for their resourcefulness and valor,

many Hmong became members of a secret CIA-backed militia that helped

rescue downed U.S. pilots and disrupted North Vietnamese supplies and

troop movements along the Ho Chi Minh Trail through central Laos. The

communist Pathet Lao movement—and its patrons in Hanoi—^has never

forgotten the Hmong's complicity with the Americans. Shortly after the

Pathet Lao took power in 1975—^two years after the U.S. had fled the

country and left the Hmong soldiers to their fate—

a

communist newspaper

declared the Party would himt down the "American collaborators" and their

families "to the last root." But until TIME recently reached one of the last

Hmong outposts, no one truly believed that, after 28 years, the Lao

government still meant it. This, then, is the final act of a war that, according

to history books, ended in 1973.

The Hmong, who migrated to Laos from southwestern China in the 19th

century, have always been a proud, warhke people. In the 1920s a Hmong
rebellion against their French rulers erupted in much ofLaos and northern

Vietnam, ultimately failing but leaving thousands dead. When the French

left Laos in 1953, the Hmong formd themselves fighting again—^this time

against the threat of communism. Among the resisters was a young Hmong
general named Vang Pao, who in 1961 was commissioned by the CIA to

set up a secret army to fight the advancing communists. Over the next

decade nearly half of the 40,000 Hmong fighters in Vang Pao's army are

thought to have perished during the fighting. The reward for their sacrifice?

The Paris cease-fire agreement of 1973, which signaled an end ofU.S. aid.

Vang fought on for two more years, but when it became clear that the

Pathet Lao would win he fled to Thailand and then to the U.S. Today, some

200,000 other Hmong live in exile communities in the U.S. But not all

Hmong made it to America: 15,000 ofVang's brethren were cut off from

escape and were forced to melt away into the mountainous jungles ofLaos.

Even from Cahfomia, where he leads the United Lao Liberation Front

(ULLF), Vang, 74, casts a long shadow over his people. Moua says he

reports Meetly to Vang—a claim the Californian denies, though he does

admit to providing occasional help. From his suburban American home, the

exiled general demands democracy and a reinstatement ofthe monarchy in

Laps. Moua and his militia are among the remnants ofHmong rebel groups

fighting for that disappearing dream.

Mouajoined Vang's secret army at age 15. His left arm ends in a stump

—

his hand was removed in a 1974 jungle amputation. One of only four

people in the village with some writing skills, he is a meticulous keeper of

village statistics—^there are 56 orphaned children, 40 Avidows and 11

widowers. By Moua's count, 30% of the villagers have shrapnel wormds. In

1975, when Vang fled Laos, Moua recorded his group at 7,000 people.

Today there are only about 800 left.

Although the Hmong have been on the run for nearly three decades, Moua
and others in his village regard the past year as the worst. In October, they

say, some 500 groimd troops attacked them from four directions in

^TIME Asia Magazine: Welcorne to the Jungle -- May 5, 2003 / Vol. 161
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Xaysomboune while a gunship strafed them from above. In all, 216 Hmong
were killed. Such Assaults can come at any time. Last August, a mortar

round landed less man a meter from nine-year-old Yeng Houa's family

dinner table, killing both his parents. Yeng survived, but I count 18

shrapnel scars on his legs, his jaw is broken and there is an infected sore on

his irmer thigh. Since the attack, he has not spoken.

The Hmong say they are too ill-equipped to strike back. Most oftheir

filters are armed with ancient M-16s and AK-47s, and the heaviest

weapons at their disposal are two geriatric M-79 grenade launchers.

Ammunition is mostly dug up from former U.S. air bases. According to

Moua, only a third ofthe rounds are actually live, negating Hmong chances

of laimching a viable offensive. As for the Lao government, which declined

to talk to TIME, it denies allegations that it is decimating Hmong rebels

and blames them for much ofthe unrest in the country. It insists that

Hmong are doubling as bandits. In Febraary an ambush on a bus traveling

the busy Highway 13 in the north left 12 people dead, including two Swiss

cycUsts. A calling card pinned to one ofthe corpses indicated the deaths

were the work ofHmong rebels. And on April 20, gunmen opened fire on a

passenger bus, killing at least 13 people. Eyewitnesses to this massacre say

the gunmen spoke to one another in the Hmong language. Vang Pao angrily

denies claims that his men are responsible for attacks on civilians. "In the

past there have been several events like this that have taken place and been

blamed on the ULLF," he says. "But it was not us. We believe it was

organized by the government using Hmong people who serve in the Lao

army." For ids part, Moua portrays the Hmong as helpless innocents. "We
only defend and run," he says. "Ifthe Lao troops launch an assault, our

ammo won’t even last an hour."

Back in the mountains ofXaysomboune, Moua and his comrades sleep

uneasily on beds of leaves inside banana-leafhuts. Most caimot recall how

many times they’ve relocated, but they remember the people they’ve lost.

Bhim Si, 42, says his wife and two sons were taken fromMm last October.

His friend Soum Sai saw ever3iMng: the government troops came in, he

says, and shot women and cMldren from a distance ofjust five meters.

Today, Bhun looks barely alive Mmself Only two fingers remain on Ms left

hand—^he lost the others in a B-41 rocket attack that killed six ofMs fellow

Hmong. His leg still bleeds from a suppuratmg sMapnel wound he received

13 years ago. One side ofMs face is a mask ofmelted flesh, with black

sockets where an ear and an eye should be. "Everybody is dead," he says.

"Sixteen people in my family are dead, all killed by the conummists." In a

heartbreaking refrain I heard repeatedly during my stay in the camp, he

adds, "America must save us."

Commander Moua, too, wonders where Ms erstwMle American allies have

gone. "We shed blood with the U.S.," he says. "They should remember tMs.

They should find us a land where we’re safe and have food to eat." But as

the world has watched in awe of the might of the U.S. war machine in Iraq,

the final scenes of a 30-year-old war in MdocMna that America would

rather forget are destined to play out unnoticed.

Page 3 of 3
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Famed Hmong genei^ dilemm^

Gen. Vang Pao
Trying to balance dream and reality

• On May 9, 1975, after the fall of Saigon, tbe Patbet Lao
goveraznent in Laos declared it was necessary to extemd-

nate theHmong "to the last root”

Hmong Gen. Vang Pao was cornered at last His ragtag

children's army did not have sufficient ammupition or sap-

'plies. After disastrous defeats in March and April of 1975,

the general was forced to accept that further armed resist-

ance was futile and the CIA argued that he would be iaore

effective as his people's leader in exile than as a martyr on
the battlefield.

—Paraphrased from “The Ravens,”byCbrisippberRobbins

THOMAS J. COLLINS STAFF writer

Fifteen years later; as the stout and balding general sips

pink lemonade in the St. Paul home of an old friend, he is

cornered once again. Not by soldiers this time, but by a

quandary:
. ^

How to keep alive the dream of returning thousands

Hmong refugees to their homes in Laos — sodmU^w

;

60-year-old Hmong warrior and legend has foopit foe

nurtured for more than 15 years —
Hmong’s difficult adjustment to .life in exile in SL Paul

Acr^ the room, the bespectacled Lao RevolutloMJ^;

CouncU Prime Minister Chao Phaya Outh^ SwvaW||

vong, age 90, faces the same dilemma. But while Souvai|M[

vong’s fire to return to Laos bums as bn^tly as

Pao’s, it is unlikely at his age that he ever again wiu see

homeland he was forced from 15 years ago.
'

Like Vang Pao, Souvannavong was forced to leave IMK
when the government was ousted by the <»mmimi»

pie's Democratic Republic of Laos in 1975. VMg^Pao

to the United States, where he conUnues to wield MIUM^
with Hmong people who have settled mainly j^

Mjnng^^
^ ~ OENERALccf I ^



ENERAL/Legendary Hmong leader ponders choices

Kr CONTJNUEDFROM 1C

Wisconsin and California, Souvan-
^naypng, a member of the royal Lao
4ig941y. fled to Australia.

.'liSc^ttered throughout the room
Thui^ay were the two leaders’ en-

composed of prominent
Hmong clan members; their host»

St.[Paul attorney Stephen Young,

\t)|^ met Vang Pao wWle working
the Hmong people in Laos,

and Young’s family; also present
wer^-assorted politicians and re^

ti^ American soldiers. The lead-

generally slip in and out
of St Paul with little fanfare, were
rotiffoing from a Hmong soccer
to($pxament in Wisconsin.
Il^esides providing a setting for

ol^ „war’ stories. Young offered

JPoo an opportunity to dispell

persistent rumors about his

leadership of the Hmong through-

outjyie United States.

^«}^g Pao, once almost univer-

sally revered by the Hmong, is now
l^ltg- challenged by some of his

turner loyalists for his fund-rais-

ing ^activities on behalf of Neo
Hc^.ra r^istance effort dedicated
to ^tablishing a new Hmong gov-
etp^ent in Laos.
^ny younger Hmong, seek-

ing,toJbreak away from.Vang Pao’s

looser bases in organizations like

Neo Horn and Lao Family Commu-
nity, a national Hmong support or-

ganization — have suggested thht

millions of dollars in Hmong con-

Ic^ttttons to the charismatic gen-

Brarel underground battle to re-

cldtn Laos never reach that

country.

Some of the younger Hmong be-

lieve that battle is futile anyway.*

They are critical of Vang Pao and
Lao Family leaders for fostering

unrealistic dreams of retuniing to

their homeland while doing too lit-

tle to address the staggering prob-

lems of illiteracy, poverty, drug
abuse and mental illness that af-

fect the Hmong community, which
numbers nearly 10,000 in St. Paul.

.

Yet Vang Pao, who rarely grants

interviews, is still worshipi^ by
many of the older Hmong who
served under him in Laos and, de*

spite Souvannavong’s position,
Vang Pao clearly is in charge of

the business-suit^ Hmong entou-
rage in Young’s Summit Avenue
home. They pull their chairs near
to listen to him and snap to atten-

tion when he points their way.
Fluent in several languages,

Vang Pao answered questions in

English and Hmong, often not
waiting for his interpreter to finish

the translation..

.

He said he remains confident
that through politicial and military
means his people someday will re-

turn to Laos, but he’s not ready to
’ predict a timetable.

As for the thousands of Hmong
refugees In America who live for

that day and little else, Vang Pao
applies a gentle stick to motivate
them but not beat down their

dream.
‘Tn a democratic society people

bold onto dreams of going home.
They are homesick, but that

doesn’t keep them from getting

work.” he said. “In.the majority of

cases, they take ^iiously resettle-

ment and want to stay here.”

His interpreter for the evening,

Xapg Vang, added that the general

stressed to Hmong people during a
recent mass meeting in Wisconsin

that **you have to study hard and
work hard.”

“He’s always encouraging peo-

f
le here,” said Xang Vang, a St.

^aul Public Housing Agency em-
ployee.

{Actuating the air with his left

index finger, the general blames
many of the woes of the formerly

rural Hmong people on the rigors

of city life.

“I’m really concerned about
dumping these people in the big

city,” he said. “But I am pleased

that many are buying houses and
are helping pay city and state tax-

es. The Hmong have improved
their lives very slowly.”

Contributions toward repatria-

tion in Laos, which Hmong sources

estimated have topped %2 million

in St. Paul since 1984, are strictly

voluntary, Vang Pao said. They are
used solely — and completely — to

feed, clothe and provide medical
services to the Hmong righting in

Laos, he added.
And to those who say his forces

are nothing more than a minor irri-

tation to the Lao government
forces, the general chides that the

critics don’t step outside Vientiane,

the capital of Laos.
“It’s a different story in the jun-

gle. Nobody knows what is happ^
ing outside of the capital,” be said.

Shaking his head sadly, Vang Pao

said forces loyal to him have sus-

tained heavy casualties this year.

The general blamed the commu-
nist government in Laos for persis-

tent problems with drug addiction

among the Hmong — particularly
‘

opium. He said he successfully lob-

bied for a law prohibiting it from
being grown and harvested in 1971>

before communists overran the

country. •
i . ^

“After the communists ^ok .

over, the government knew that

opium was the number one bomb
to drop on Airierica,” Vang Pao
said.

Earlier Thursday, St. Paul May-
or Jim Scheibel solicited a pledge

from Vang Pao to urge Hmong
people to stay off drugs and to use

the city’s public health services to

prevent the spread of disease, like

the measles epidemic that hit the

community earlier this year. The
gehefal also promised Scheibel

that he would encourage Hmong
families to make, sure their chil-

dren stay in school.

“We have to work together to

break up these problems,” Vang
Pao told the .mayor -during the

courtesy visit; to Scheibel’s City

HaU office. . ^

Later, at Youngs home, the gen-

eral announced a Hmong confer-

ence, schedided for November in

Fresno, Calif., to develop the first

national American resettlement

program.

He and Souvannavong, mean-
while, urged the American govern-

ment and the United Nations to

deal with the concerns of the Lao
people in the same way they are

tiying to establish a government in

Cambodia.

“We don’t like that puppet gov-

ernment there now under contract

with the North Vietnamese,” Sou-

vannavong said. “They are going to

wash our people out.”

Listening nearby was retired A

Peter Pearson, Executive Director
Minnesota Adult Literacy Campy

“Established In 1986, theMinne:
year mission to expand opporlut
programs.From theslart,theFc
also has supported ourspeclal III

Foundation is one of the htghlig

THE
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SOikmtOf!
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ForcC^Lt. Col. Bill Rees, a memb !

of the Ravens, a group of flie
|
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|

tians fight their secret war again
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when introduced to the general.
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•'ler.tiiies the buying in the center of Prague
t«i the headquarters of Omnipol, Czechoslo-

. vakia's "tate arms trading company.’
Few Czechoslovaks realize that Omnipol
the world's seventh largest arms export-

er, much les.s venture through the elaborate
ground-floor security system of what the
Prague telephone book lists innocuously as
one of the country's many “foreign trade

corporations."

With estim.ited annual ••ales exceeding
$600 million. Omnipol deals in high-quality
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has said it wants nothing to do with. Unfor- alongsi<

Insurgency in Laos Seeking

To Emerge From Anonymity

Recent Upsurge in Jungle Fighting Reported

By Keith B. Richburg
W«^^nftoa fW FtrtJfn $cmct

BANGKOK—Deep in the jungles
of mountainous Laos, a little-known

insurgency built around the rem-
nants of an anti-communist move-
ment controlled by the CIA in the

1970s has escalated its guerrilla

war against the Laotian goirern-

ment, prompting a military coun-
terpunch from Vientiane.

Diplomats and other analysts
here said there has been a major
eolation in fighting inside Laos
since December, when the United
Lao National Liberation Front
ended 15 years of virtual anonymity
and declared a "provisional revolu-

tionary government" on Laotian
soil.

The communist Laotian govern-
ment. which in recent years has
instituted free-market economic
reforms and allowed some elec-

tions. p.,blici/ dismissed the

Thai-supported rebels as "an anach-
ronism" and its declaration as a

"desperate act" to gain financing.

The diplomats here" and others

# agree that the resistance does not
appear to- pose a serious threat to

the Laotian government, but said

the rebels' declaration was a signif-

icant enough provocation to force

Vientiane to step up its counterin-

surgency campiign.

Laos is a tar^e 'but landlocked

country of only 3.5- million people,

and its rugged lerraiij of mountains
and thick jungles makes it condu-
cive to guerrilla warfare. Since De-

j

cember, the resistance has stepped

up its attacks in Vientiane Province,

assaulting trtick convoys along

Route 13, which connects Vientiane

to the old Laotian capital of Luang
Prabang. The rebels also claim to

have cut parts of Highway 7, the

east-west road leading to Vietnam
through the plateau known as the
Plain of Jars.

In early January, the Laotian gov-
'

eminent used MiG-21 fighters and
helicopter gunships to blast atjeast
three resistance pockets »-Xiang-
khoang.and Sjtysiboury provinces,

according to diplomats^and
Laotian resisCiiice sources • here.

'I'he SayaboiOT.-cai^p was the site

where the goye^ent
was declared.'^' ‘

‘ ’

"Our camps have been burned
and destroyed," said resistance

.spokesman ^mphorn Wang.

See LAOS, A29, CoL 4
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.
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vindently. hptKommimist Hmoog

warrior callSd Pa

ft formed his ownrew

movement after atteodi^ a

ing of tbe World Anti-Cqmn^

League in 1985-

declared hlmaelf
JJ?

Hmon^ 1«nd was

generous finanoal

L
r>. VIETNAM

\ 1

IL SK Luang Pntajpv.-., /

vmtOtoi

SayaOooty Pm. i i

PT^ ^

THAILAND

tMeHl
Riftr ^

Bangkok

r
CAMBODIA

roM

Bangkok, said the movement was

about 50 percent Hmoog.

Most of the areas the resistance

now claims to “controT were those

where the U.a-backed force* were

''toS^SS^ Sf'meof — P. K~ Ha chim to

the resistance are not known be-

cause most of tbe activity in this

war is being waged deep
msideUo-

have momtorcaw ,6“““-

movemenL ft I^Her cto to

have a fmee of 7.000 guerrillas, birt

Western diplomats and hj» *“

the rebel movement said his army

may donber only a fW hmutad

Kao Her and the maimin®. trw

that ft Kao Heri*

Hmoog. and hU battlea^i^^
is Strictly over the issue «

rights for the Hmoog.

R«ently, Jane’s^.Defend

catioo that followi mild^

reported that ^ao Her hi^
tempted to buy $8

from Romama shortly Wore^
fall of the Ceausescu regunem^
cember. According to

cHed document* and purchase

ders obfainrffrom

amnit rifles and 5 mil^ rounds of

for tbe

"
srcMP said it was unclear whetto

tbe reported, attempt at. buyi^

arms was legitimate or a i^ to

bolster ft .Kao Her’s daim to .

'
tiigrm^ flghting force. Th^a^ _

tended to be diverted to thkd
pi-

ties, such as guerrillas oimgb^
ramp* oo tbc Thai border to try to

overtLow the regime m Mysmnar,

fpnnerly Burma.

' Washington Post
’ February 11, 1990, 29 A, Col. 4
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REASON: 1.4 (c)

DECLASSIFY ON: 05-31-2037

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: Bangkok

Counterterrorism

Minneapolis
Milwaukee

International Operations

Sacramento

Attn:

Attn:
Attn:
Attn:
Attn

:

Attn:

Attn:

Date: 12/3/2004

Legat C
alat|7~

]

ETIU, SSA
ITOS 2, GPU (Info)
SSA

Filnfo

(Info)
Squad lU/EiO (into )

SA
IQU II (Info)
ssa[
FIG (Info)
SIA
R/0

From: Sacramento

Contact

:

Squad 5/JTTF-l
FAM

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #

:

; 338cth01 . ec

(U) 2-BK-536 (Pending)
(U) 8 0-BK-181 (Pending
(U) 2-SC-36616 (Pending)-
(U) 2-MW-39584 (Closed)

b6
b7C

THREATENED DISRUPTION OF THE ASEAN SUMMIT
CONFERENCE IN LAOS DURING NOV. 25 TO 30, 2004
BY US PERSONS;
NEUTRALITY MATTERS;
DT-DTO

(U)

Synopsis: To update Legat Bangkok with the following
investigative efforts developed to date and to appropriately
request their assistance to obtain additional biographical
information to assist in verifying

|
[Identities

1

flU C0f( UPLOADED

b6
b7C



•b.To: Bangkok Wbm: Sacramento
Re: (U) 2-BK-536, 12/3/2004

iU)

(U)

(S)

(U) Preliminary Inquiry Instituted: 11/24/2004, set to
expire 5/24/05.

Reference

:

(U) 2-BK-536 Serial 1

(U) 80-BK-181 Serial 40

Enclosure (s) : (U) For Sacramento File Only.
(U) DMV/Photo Printouts

(S)

Details: /i^ The following information is being directed to
each recipient for information and specifically to Legat
Bangkok to provide them with an update of Sacramento's
investigative efforts to locate and identify

I 1 Both individuals were named bv I

persons who are working
agaxnsr rne activities of the Government of Laos and to some
extent may be involved in a threat to cause casualties with
explosives in Vientiane, Laos to disrupt the Summit Conference
of Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) which was
held in November 25-30, 2004. Sacramento is cognizant that
the ASEAN Summit was concluded without incident. However, as
predicated above, Sacramento will continue with their
investigation to fully ascertain the extent and nature of

|

I I activities relevant to violations of the Neutrality
Act. Future results of this investigation will be
incorporated into Sacramento's Hmong Neutrality investigation
2-SC-36616, which is associated to the same Lao Family
Association identified during the course of this
investigation.

bl
b3
b6
b7C
b7E

matching
FBI Sacramento has located possible persons

limited identifiers for both To
fully confirm that these persons are identifiable to those
named by
Legat Bangkok as follows:

Sacramento is requesting the assistance of

(S) to identify

[

- Attempt to determine if
] from a phu uospi ead

.

is in a position
If yes.

Sacramento will provide these photospreads for appropriate
viewing by the source.

- If no,[ ] is requested to attempt to
determine if the source can provide any additional
biographical information to help confirm the identities of

bl
b3
b6
b7C
b7D

2



To: Bangkok l^m: Sacramento
Re: (U) 2-BK-536, 12/3/2004 v

S^^ET

Furthermore, Sacramento noted the following:

(U)

(U)

- on
I I

no direct matches can be found through
database indices, inclusive to only one similar unconfirmed

J I I I
'*

I « .match bearing the name of
the Sacramento, CA area

aka C ]iin
Discrete inquiries within the Hmong

community have led to a possible match of a local radio
personality utilizing the name [ but database
checks cannot confirm any records under that specific name.

(U) Additionally, Sacramento has determined that
1430 AM KJAY has a radio talk show personality utili zing the
name I ] however, whether
same person reported is still vet to be determined,

has been met with

is the
Database

inquiries on
negative results in the Sacramento, CA area at this time.
However, absent of any further information as requested above
from Legat Bangkok, FBI Sacramento will withhold further
investigation to include but not limited to an interview

Set forth below is a summary of the information
developed to date:

[

On 11/3 0/04 Federal Air Marshal (FAM)

Investigator
1 and Californi a Highway Patrol

Hitiet with I

of the
bdcramenLO tao lamily Community inc. (91b) 424-Uijb4 in attempt
to locate the captioned individuals. Records checks withp

|

advised no individuals with the name I f
was registered in their records specityina tne part-icuiar

name was very common among the Hmong community. stated
however, the name can be used in different variations
beginning with last ^ame first (i.e. I land can also be
spelled as
phonetic pronunciation that of

resulting with still an identical
The name T

]
advised he was

of no affiliation to the Lao Family Association but was a
prominent figure and was known in the Hmong community

| |

I ~l Tp> 1 pphnni r. rontar-f hv t-hi.e; wri i-^rT

(U) A review of DMV, | | and NCIC
identified the following possible matches for the name ^

^ears of age:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7E
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(U)

To: Bangkok l»bm: Sacramento
Re: (U) 2-BK-536, 12/3/2004

DMV:
Name :J
DOB: r
CDL #T[;

I
]

Address

:

(As of 3/23/04)

1 (Issued 2/19/02, Expires 9/10/ 06)

Other Address:
[

(As of 8/26/03)

Brown Hair, Brown Eyes, 4 'll".Description:
130 lbs.
Telephone: Not Listed

b6
b7C

(U) Google Searches revealed a Hmong Radio
Broadcasting network listed as www . vovnradio . ora , . The radio
station is described as KJAY 1430 AM "The Voice of Vietnam"
providing news and community interests to the Vietnamese
community. The web site is currently under construction,
however, pictures are displayed for view. Enclosed in this
threat assessment is one picture posted on the site.

(U) Google Searches also revealed addresses for
KJAY 1430 AM-Hmong Air Broadcasting Radio:

Hmong Programs KJAY 1430 AM (Radio)
Address: 5030 S. River Road, West Sacramento, CA
95691
Telephone: (916)371-5101
Fax: (916)371-1459

KJAY- Hmong Air Broadcasting 1430 AM (Radio)
Address: PO Box 108, Sacramento, CA 95605
Telephone: (916)371-5109
Fax: (916)421-2973

M I

Idated fromf

rmiealed
|

^

I. referencing I

I
Note, due to the lapse

or pares rrom 1994 to 2004 and information provided, I

I
cannot be substantiated as a user of the following

telephone number at this time.

b6
b7C
b7E

(U) Based on the information developed above,
Sacramento will await Legat Bangkok's response to the
requested assistance noted above.

SEi

4



t

To: Bangkok From: Sacramento
Re: (U) 2-BK-536, 12/3/2004

S

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

WASHINGTON, DC

At ITOS 1/ETIU, provided for information.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRQRISM

WASHINGTON. DC

At ITOS 2/GOU, provided for information.

Set Lead 3 ; (Action)

THAILAND

(S)

BANGKOK, THAILAND

the
identities

Legat Bangkok is requested to contacq
additional information as i|(

to obtain

of
loted above to help confirm

Set Lead 4: (Info)

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS. MM

Provided for information.

bl
b3
b6
b7C

Set Lead 5; (Info)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE. WI

Provided to FIG - SA for information.

5



To: Bangkok From: Sacramento
Re: (U) 2-BK-536, 12/3/2004

SE^

Set Lead 6: (Info)

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AT 102. DC

Provided for information.

6
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DATE 04-05-2012 lY 60324 uc baw/sali/lsg

- 1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcripdon 10 /27 /2003

A source not in position to testify provided to following
information:

Colonel HANG SAO, Asian male, the Chief of Military
Intelligence for Major General VANG PAO recently died of a sudden
heart attack in Detroit, MI.

Investigation on 10/22/03 at WI ( telephonically

)

File# 2-:MW-39584' Date dictated 10/27/03

by SA

b6
b7C
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclutions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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(Indicate page, name of 4A
newspaper, city and state.) Milwaukee

Journal Sentinel

Milwaukee, WI
Date: 6/5/07

Edition: Morning, World Section

ALL IMFOMATIOn COHTAIHED

4A Taesdav. June 5,. 2007

Title: Ex-George aide among 9 accused in

Laos coup plot

Character: Neutrality Act, Public Corr.

or j/"

Classification: 2-MW-39584, 2-MW
Submitting Office: 194B-MW-40298

MW
I Indexing:

^
VangPao7‘>^'^'l

b6
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WORLD Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Ex-George aide among 9

accused in Laos coup plot
Leading Hmong
general spearheaded

scheme, US. says

McClatchy News Service, Associated

Press, San Francisco Chronicle

Sacramento, Calif. —
Nine men, including a promi-
nent Hmong general who
commanded the CIA’s army
fighting communists during
the Vietnam War and a for-

mer aide to ex-Wisconsin
state Sen. Gary George, were
charged infederal courtMon-
day with plotting to over-

,

throw the government of
Laps.

j

The accused mastermind
is VangPao, 77, who is consid-

:

ered among the most respect-

edHmongleaders in the Unit-
ed States and who has vowed

j

for more than 20 years to lead
his followers back to Laos.
Vang Pao, who has been a

source ofcontroversy inMad-
: ison, Wis., splits his time be-

tween homes in Minnesota
and the area ofi^esno, Calif.

Also charged was Lo Cha
Thao, 34, who worked as an
aide to George, a Milwaukee
Democrat who in 2004 was
sentencedtofouryears in fed-
eral prison over a kickback
scheme. Lo Cha Thao, who
lives in Clovis, Calif., was
cleared ofaccusations thathe
forged signatures on nomi-
nating petitions in 2002 for

George’s abortive gubernato-

rial campaign.
California National Guard

Lt. Col. Harrison Ulrich Jack
was accused of acting as an
arms broker and organizer.

He is a 1968 West Point ^adu-
ate who was involved in co-

vert operations during the

yietnam War.
In addition, six prominent

members of the Hmong com-
munity from central Califor-

nia were charged.

Themen are accused ofvio-
lating the United States’ neu-
trality act by plotting on
American soil to invade a for-

eign coimtry. They are ac-

cused of conspiring to obtain
hundreds of AK-47s, Stinger

STATE CONNECTIONS
VANG PAO

In April, a dispute erupted in Madison over a proposal to name a new

elementary school after Vang Pao, a move intended to honor the area’s

large Hmong population. Dissenters said a school should not bear the

name of a figure with such a violent history.

In 2002, the City of Madison dropped a plan to name a park in Vang

Pao’s honor after a University of Wisconsin-Madison professor cited

numerous published sources alleging that Vang Pao had ordered exe-

cutions of his own followers, of enemy prisoners of war and of his

political enemies. Spokesmen for Vang Pao and his followers denied

the charges at the time.

LO CHA THAO
Lo Cha Thao worked as an aide to former Wisconsin state Sen. Gary

George.

missiles, anti-tank missiles,

mines, rockets and C-4 explo-

sive, as well as smoke gre-

nades, to overthrow the Lao-
tian government.

“We’re looking at conspira-

cy to murder thousands and
thousands of people at one
time,” Assistant U.S. Attor-

ney Bob Twiss said.

The nine suspects are in

custody, but Twiss said thou-

sands of co-conspirators re-

mained at large.

Vang Pao had led CIA-
backedHmong forces inLaos
in the 1960s and1970s as a gen-
eral in the Royal Army of

Laos. He immigrated to the

U.S. in about 1975 and has
been creditedbythousands of

Hmongrefugeeswithhelping
them build lives in the U.S.

Journal Sentinel staff contributed to

this report.
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